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The objective of this study was to investigate and develop 
techniques to characterize the quality of the products produced -by an image 
data system in terms of measurable performance of the various system 
elements. The product quality measures were required to be meaningful 
to the user and related to unambiguous, measurable element performance 
descriptors. A specific objective was to investigate the requirements for 
quality control procedures at the Earth Resources Technology Satellite NASA 
Data Processing Facility (ERTS NDPF) to demonstrate the developed 
approach. 
The fundamental problem was to establish an objective, 
functional measure of image quality and a means to predict that measure 
from accepted system element performance descriptors. Supporting 
tasks undertaken included familiarization with the NDPF, survey of 
EIRTS user's "image quality" requirements and survey of currently 
accepted image quality evaluation techniques. It was found that adequate 
performance descriptors existed for the NDPF elements but that no 
adequate measure of image quality existed in terms of user's requirements. 
The measure of image quality developed is the error intro­
duced by the image data system into estimates of target characteristics 
from measurements made on output products. If the system is characterized 
by a sequence of operators corresponding to element performance descriptors, 
then the parameter estimation errors are mathematically related to the net 
system operator. A software program, Image Data System Simulation 
(IDSS), was written to implement the approach. IDSS uses computer simula­
tion to synthesize the image data system from its element performance 
descriptors and computes the estimation errors for specific target parameters 
I 
The IDSS program, applied to the ERTS NDPF, can be used 
to analyze a large class of image processing systems, and should be useful 
in system design or upgrading. 
In addition to NDPF quality control, the ability to monitor 
payload sensor performance by measurements made on NDPF output 
products was examined. Edge gradient spectral analyses software was 
written for NASA's computer as a tool for Modulation Transfer Function 
(MTF) measurement. The feasibility of a technique for correction of 
radiometric distortion due to atmospheric scattering and sensor effects 
based exclusively on measurements made on output products was also 
considered. 
The next section of this report presents a summary of the 
background information developed at the onset of the study. It includes the 
results of survey of the data flow within the NDPF, ERTS imagery users' 
requirements, and state-of-the-art image quality evaluation techniques. 
Section 3 contains the mathematical bases of the approach and Section 4 
describes the software written for its implementation. Section 5 identifies 
the elements of the NDPF and their associated performance descriptors. 
The results of the application of the developed technique to the NDPF are 
presented in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and recommendations are 






At the onset of this study a specific operational description 
of the NDPF and its subsystems, particularly the Bulk Processing 
System, had to be developed. In addition, it was necessary to form a 
concept of what the users of image products expect to obtain from them. 
Finally, a brief survey of the state-of-the-art to image evaluation was 
conducted. The results of these surveys provided necessary background 
information that is summarized in this section and presented in more 
detail in Appendix A. 
2.1 NDPF Description 
This study was limited to consideration of the NDPF video 
data to film product conversion process and digital products excluded. 
The inputs to the NDPF are video tape recordings from the ERTS payload. 
Although payload and telemetry link elements are external to the NDPF, 
the quality of the video tape input will influence the image product quality 
and consequently these elements were represented in the analyses. 
A block diagram of the data flow within the Bulk Image 
Processing system is given in Figures 2-1 and 2-2. This block diagram 
served as a basis for system modeling. The following comments refer 
to the circled numbers in Figures 2-1 and 2-2. More specific data is 
presented in Appendix A. 
The Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) 3 consists of three 
boresighted RCA vidicon systems in three different spectral bands. 
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The RBV telemetry © is analog. The net frequency response 
of the RBV videotape record is given in Figure 2-3 (taken from Ref. 2, 
p. A-5). 
The Hughes Multispectral Scanner (MSS) Q has four con­
jugate linear detector arrays, each in one spectral band. The MSS tele­
metry @ is digital. The frequency response of the MSS videotape record 
is given in Figure 2-4 (taken from Ref. 2, p. A-13). MSS data is D/A 
converted Q in the playback operation. Radiometric corrections are 
applied in the digital domain before conversion. 
The Electron Beam Recorder (EBR) ® produces all 
archival latent images. The film type used is Kodak SO-438 (Ref. 1). 
A fifteen step gray scale is put on each image. 
The first processor ( is a Kodak Versamat used only 
for processing archival images. 
The quality control blocks (QC) © consist of standard 
Kodak chemistry quality control plus the placing of a special target on the 
head and tail of each roll processed. The target consists of two frames: 
one containing a gray scale, another containing five equal, uniform 
density patches and a standard Air Force tri-bar target. The gray scale 
is read and a Hurter-Driffield (H-D) curve fit to the data points. The 
density values at two exposure levels are plotted and deviation from 
nominal values used as a processing quality criterion. The constant 
density is read at the five format positions to provide uniformity data. 
The Air Force tri-bar target allows determination of on-axis resolution. 
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2.2 Users' Requirements 
It is required that the image quality characterization 
resulting f orn this study contain sufficient. information for users to 
determine the adequacy of ERTS imagery for individual needs. Users' 
ability to define "image quality" is not established and completeness 
of an image quality characterization based on users' requirements would 
not be expected. But a general understanding, at least, of what tasks 
users of ERTS imagery would like to accomplish is certainly required 
if the "quality" which is controlled is to have relevance. 
A literature search was consequertly conducted. Based 
on the literature sampled, no definition of "image quality" useful in 
accomplishing the study objectives can be drawn from the users. Surely, 
one might adopt the terms "radiometric fidelity", "geometric fidelity", 
11resolution", but these terms have different meanings to different people 
and are certainly not sufficiently well defined to provide a useful basis 
for quality control criteria. They are general terms which classify 




We examined the users' tasks to determine what sort 
or measurements each user user was making. The results seem to 
span the following questions: 
1. How accurately can a boundary between different 
transmission levels be located on a photograph?


2. How well can the radiance, size, and location of 
small objects be measured? 
3. How well can the distance between two objects 
or boundaries on a photograph be measured?
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4. How well does that distance represent the separation 
on the earth? 




6. How is that transmission related to radiance at 
the earth? 
Clearly, any working definition of "image quality" adequate 
for the task at hand must be capable of obtaining quantitative answers to 
such questions and must relate those answers to measurable properties 
of elements of the image processing system. 
2. 3 System Element Performance Characterization and "Image Quality" 
This section delineates the techniques commonly employed 
to characterize equipment performance and image quality. The purpose 
is to establish some concepts that will subsequently be used and to 
point out why some others are unsatisfactory for the study objective. 
In order to ensure familiarity with the current state of 




Four overlapping categories; optical transfer function, 
resolution, noise, and subjective 'image quality, provide convenient 
areas for discussion. 
2. 3. 1 Optical Transfer Function 
The optical transfer function has been shown to be a 




The blur introduced by an optical system can be











where: i(x) = image brightness, a(c) = object brightness, and 7 = 
position coordinates in plane orthogonal to optical axis. ('- denotes 
convolution). 
Thus: 
1 = 0) T) (2-2) 
where: rQ4) , ocV>±o(') , z(V)S(=) , and ­
denotes a Fourier transform.

-CY) is the optical transfer function (OTF). It is in general a tvo­
dimensional, complex valued function. j tji ) I is the modulation 
transfer function (MTF). It is emphasized that the OTF is not a 
measure of image quality but merely the frequency response function 
of a linear device and consequently a measurable property of the 
performance of that device. 
Application of the OTF concept to photo-optical systems 
requires linearization of the generally non-linear development process. 
Generally the OTF concept is applied to the object to exposure imnage 
transfer process. Methods for measuring the OTF are discussed in 
Appendix A. 
ORIGINAL pAGE 16 





Resolution is related to the ability to determine object 
character-istic-s- especial-ly shape from an Tmage. A number of resolution 
criteria are in use. 
Rayleigh's criteri6n assumes that the diffraction limited 
images of two points are just resolved if the central maximum of one 
lies on the first minimum of the Airy disc of the other. 
The Rayleigh criterion is clearly related to the spread 
function and can thus be derived if the OTF is known. 
A number of resolution criteria are simply defined by 
an observer's ability to distinguish the existence of a particular target. 
Such criteria depend, not only on the properties of the image, but on the 
properties of the detection process as well. The most common is the 
standard Air Force Tri-Bar target. One can obtain a "modulation 
detectability curve" by having a number of subjects observed tri-bars 
of varying spacing and contrast and plotting the detection threshold 
contrasts versus spatial frequency.. "Resolution" is then defined as 
the intersection of an MTF and a modulation detectability curve. 
Uncontrolled variables and experience produce uncertainty in this 
measure of resolution. One summary measure of "image quality" 
that Is in use is the area enclosed between the modulation detectability 
curve and the MTF. 
The term "resolution" is sometimes applied to the ability 
of an optical system to "resolve" a specified object. This definition is 





In photo-optical systems, the major noise source is the 
granularity of the emulsion and is expressed in the granularity constant, 
G. ' The rms density fluctuation observed in scanning a uniform density 
area is 0­
where: AA = area of scanning aperture (2-3) 
In actuality theemulsion records the continuous exposure distribution 
as a discrete, thin but nevertheless three-dimensional, distribution 
of silver particles. The photographic macrb-image is a continuous 
intensity distribution which results from multiple scattering of 
photons traversing the developed emulsion. If the photographic image 
is observed over a very small area very close to the ernulsion surface, 
it is not clear how the observed intensity is related to the intensity 
distribution which exposed the emulsion; in other words, the micro­
image is not yet adequately understood. Considerable research has 
been perf'rmed to attempt to characterize photographic granularity. 
4-6 
It has been represented as both additive and multiplicative noise. 
Since no clearly superior model exists it is most often represented 
by additive white gaussian noise. We employed this -pproach and 
represented the grain noise by rms fluctuations in transmission. 
For the electronic image processing system elements, 
an additive white gaussian noise model is theoretically as well as 
pragmatically acceptable. 
2. 3. 4 Subjective Image Quality 
Efforts have been made in a number of studies-l 
to define subjective assessment of image quality in a quantitative manner. 




Such techniques by definition include hiuman variables which are not 
well controlled. It is not surprising that a universal subjective meas-ure 
has not been accepted although correlation of subject response with 
measurable parameters within the limits of specific product use has been 
shown. 
Subjective image quality efforts are directed to 
achieve a causal relationship between measurable system element 
performance properties, such as frequency response (OTF), signal-to­
noise ratio, etc., and the ability of the user to make subjective 
judgments (usually in the form of detection/recognition decisions) on the 
output product. The motivation of such efforts is consistent with the 
objective of this study. However, the quality measures depend on the 
human detection process as well as the image data system. To develop 
quality control procedures the selected measure should depend only 
on the sy-ttem itself. Thus, subjective image quality measures are 
not appropriate for the present study. 
2.3. 5 Conclusion 
For most conceivable image processing systems, the 
elements' performance can be characterized by OTF' s (iflinear), 
nonlinear gains (photographic development), noise sources, or combinations 
of the three. Thus a4equate "performance" descriptors exist. But 
based on the survey of the state-of-the-art of image quality evaluation, 
no objective technique to relate such descriptors to a quantitative 






The review of image system performance evaluation 
techniques indicated that descriptors of the influence of system elements 
on an image exist and are in common use. In particular, the performance 
of elements linear in intensity can be described by OTFs, the performance 
of elements non-linear in intensity can be described by non-linear gains, 
and elements which contribute noise can often be described by gaussian 
statistics. In general, the influence of a piece of hardware can be 
unambiguously described by a sequence of mathematical operators 
corresponding to these three measurable descriptors. 
One finds no such consensus on a metric for the quality 
of the output product of an image processing system. 
What the user of imagery does is to make observations on 
the output product, from which he estimates a radiant distribution (as a 
function of position) on the earth. But because the system is both band­
limited and noisy, these estimates will necessarily be imperfect. A 
suitable image quality.metric is therefore the error which the system 
introduces into estimates of ground radiant distributions. Precedent for 
this idea may be found in a studyI Z , 13of Lunar Orbiter imagery. 
In this section, it is shown that to formulate the image 
quality problem as one of parameter estimation yields an objective 
mathematical relationship between output product quality and element 
performance descriptors. In addition, analytic relationships required 
for implementation of the approach are derived. 
is ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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3. 1. Cramer-Rao Bound 
Consider a user who wishes to measure some parameter 
"A", say the radiance of a wheatfield, as a function of position "x" on the 
earth by making observations on an NDPF output product. Let the 
ground object be mapped onto the photograph space as the function S (x, A), 
Since the system adds noise to the signal, the user will obtain 

a distribution of values with some standard deviation 0-A . To avoid 

consideration of the user's specific technique, it is assumed that he uses 

an optimal measurement process. 

lA
It can be shown (see Van Trees I that the variance, CA 
of an unbiased estimate of A made from an output signal contaminated 
by additive white gaussian noise is bounded by the Gramer-Rao inequality: 
7,< (3-1) 
where N. = white noise power density (double-ended*) at the output and 
= record length. 
The user will generally be interested in estimating 
multiple parameters. Equation (3-1) can be generalized, for the 
"n" independent parameter case to: 
a, (3-2)
A 
* Van Trees uses a single-ended spectrum which results in a factor 




where the matrix M is given by: 
(3-3)aAM Az7A0 3 
A is simply the vector whose components are the independent parameters: 
A 1 ,..., An used to describe the input signal. 
If the noise power spectrum is not white at the system 
output, an inverse or "pre-whitening" filter must be included as the 
last syster element in order to apply the bound. 
The equality in the error bound represented by Equation 
(3-2): 
(1) holds if s(X,) is linear in A 
(Z) is approached when s xA) is nonlinear in A , but the 
signal-to- noise ratio becomes large. 
If one can compute the set of partial derivatives 
as a function of changes in5(,A) resulting frorr changes in the 
performance descriptors of elements internal to the system, one can 
use this relationship to predict the change in estimation error intro­
duced. Equation (3-2) is therefore the objective relationship between 
"system element performance" and "image quality" required. 
In order to illustrate the use of this tool, some specific 
examples are given: 
First, consider the task of. determining the boundary 
between two different crops and the reflectance level of each. The ground 
object can be represented as a three parameter "edge" target where A1 




A 3 as the location of the boundary. One computes the sensitivities: 





-obtains--the-inverse--matrix-M - , -extracts the- diagonal elements, and­

obtains the estimation errors on each parareter from equation (3-2).


If the user utilized an optimal measurement technique, 
he would obtain statistically distributed values for each parameter with 
standard deviation according to (3-2). If his technique is not-a­
optimal, he will do worse, but in no event will he obtain more precise 
results. 
As a second example, consider measurement of a river. 
The river can be represented as a four parameter target with A the 
radiance level of the land on both sides, A the radiance of the river 
water, A 3 the width of the river, and A4 the location of the river. 
An example similar to "resolution" might be two bright, 
narrow lines on some background of radiance A1 , separated by distance 
A The "resolution" would then be expressed by oA, as a function of 
A I and A2 . 
It can be shown that a very broad class of functions 
(ground objects) can be expressed as n-parameter sets. Thus, 
this approach can, in principle, be applied to any conceivable ground 
object. It is sufficient for the purposes of this effort to use simple 
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Note, that the estimation errors are directly 
proportional to the white noise spectral density, N 0 , the height of 
the double-edged noise power spectrum. Thus in the limit of a 
noiseless ysstem, -the object can be measured exactly regardless 
of the effect of the system. (It is of course implicit that the object 
form is a priori known in that it has been represented as a complete 
orthonormal set of n-parameters and that the system effects likewise 
are known a priori. ) 
In summary, a procedure has been defined for objective 
determination of the effect of changes in subsystem element performance 
on the precision to which users can make measurements of target 
characteristics from image products. 
3. 2 Dimensional Analysis 
The dimensional analysis is useful in augmentation of 
intuitive understanding of equation (3-2) and of some of the results to 
be presented in Section 6. 
The one-dimensional case is considered. The ground 
object (parameterized target) is defined by radiance as a function of 
position. Call the radiance unit IRI and the position (distance) unit 
Xli The autocovariance function f' (x) is defined by 
where f (x) in the image of the ground object and consequently f' (x')has 
dimension IRf 2 
The double ended power spectrum: 
N(V = where 9 = spatial frequency 






Therefore, NoN -'I IX 
Now if the input target is expressed in terms of a set of 
orthogonal parameters Ai, the the image is given bj Fx) =5(X,A) 
for some particular A. By equation (3-2), the variances characterizing 
the error in estimating the components of that particular A vector are: 
CA N M.6 
By definition 
so that 
IM -11 '2.rnrina IRV Ix 
Finally, since 
substitution yields 
And the variances are seen to have the correct dimensions. 
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3.3 Noise Characterization 
A major noise contributor-in many-irna-ge-data syst-fif­
is photographic granularity. The photographic granularity constitutes 
a two-dimensional noise field which, for the purpose of this study, can 
be characterized by a two-dimensional white noise spectral density. 
Transformation relationships between the two-dimensional field and a 
one-dimensional representation are required for two reasons: 
1) Many users utilize microdensitometer traces or 
scans to obtain quantitative measurements from photographs. The 
microdensitometer record contains one-dimensional noise obtained 
by moving, an aperture along some line over the two-dimensional 
photographic noise field. How do we account for the two-dimensional 
nature-of the image and include the appropriate noise spectral density 
in-the calculation of the Cramer-Rao bound (Eq. (3-2))? 
2) Section4 will indicate practical reasons for a one­
dimensional system simulation. Such implementation requires valid 
characterization of the noise field in one dimension so that the 
simulation's results converge to the real physical situation. What 
magnitudes of rms noise should be added to the one-dimensional 
signals in simulating an impae data system? 
The questions are related since the measuring aperture (size and shape) 
will determine the magnitude of the rms noise to be added in the simulation 
as well as the noise content of the one-dimensional trace used to obtain 
quantitative measurements (parameter estimates). There are two aperture 
shapes which might be employed: slits and circles. Both will be treated 
in the discussion that follows, however, a slit aperture appears to be the 
more likely candidate. 
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The procedure for establishing the variances of two­
dimensional target parameters from one-dimensional scans requires 
knowledge of the scan noise spectrum. This, in turn, depends on the 
net two~dimensional spectrum as transmitted through the optical system 
to the point of scanning, and on the scanning aperture function. 
Arguments are presented illustrating that slits are a 
scanning aperture compatible with both the spirit of the present study 
and a mathematical requirement for the validity of the variance estimator. 
T'e 	 results for a circular aperture are included for completeness. 
As 	 either the slit length becomes arbitrarily large, or the width 
arbitrarily small, certain simplified asymptotic behavior between 
the 	 scai spectrum and the two-dimensional field spectrum emerges. 
We 	 can refer to such apertures as "partially asymptotic". In the 
event both conditions are met (totally asymptotic slit), the following 
relationship occurs: 
(3-4 
where:* 	 - scan spectrum (transmission -mm/cycle)
f 2 2 
_ 0)gp) - field spectrum (transmission -mm /cycle ) 
I 	 - length of aperture (mm) 
V6 	 - spatial frequency in scan direction (cycles/mm) 
- spatial frequency orthogonal to 2) (cycles/mm) 




The remainder of this section: 
* Derives a convolution theorem having general utility 
to 	 the following sections. 
-* Establishes the relatiinship between film granularity 
and the two-dimensional Wiener spectrum. 
e Derives the relation between the scan Wiener spectrum 
and the field spectrum for slit and circular apertures and examines 
various limiting cases for the slit aperture. 
3.3.1.1I A Convolution Theorem" 
Consider a two-dimensional stochastic variable T(x, y) 
representing point transmission of a field. Allow this field to be con­
volved with an aperture function A to yield a new field having point trans­
mission T A* 	 We write: 
00 
=
T, (g,4) 	 JT(x4,; y) A(zy) dzd 	 (3-5) 
with the conditions: 
JJA;(Z,ap dzdn =1€ 
Since we shall be interested in the Wiener spectra of the two-dimensional 
fields, the autocovariance [ of TA is computed: 
05 ( 	 [,A(t+)EzT 	 (3-6) 
*An equivalent theorem in frequency space is given by O'Neill in 
Reference 15. 
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which along with Eq. (3-5) results in: 
s(M 1) JJET(X + <?TXii±-cc) 4-f)j A (Z~y)A(Zj) dxdyd7x'dy' 
or: 
(cx, A)=JJ (z'-z7-4 c, yyA A(z,.yA(Z4) dx dy a''dy (3-7) 
where i s the autocovariance of T. A change in variables z'--vc, A/--fj­
according to: 
allows Eq. (3-7) to be written: 
0. (0A) §f ,/y (Zxanrr-A x cv & (3-8) 
The integral in brackets is the auto-i"covariance"* (OA ) of the aperture 
and we hizing finally; 
(@C )- q ( (,LL. tI L df (3-9) 
This convolution theorem will have general utility to our analyses that follow. 
3.3,1. Z Granularity and the Two-Dimensional Spectrum 
The NDPF model requires the Wiener Spectrum of photo­
graphic grain as inputs at several stages. 
This spectrum has already been assumed to be white 
thereby allowing its single degree of freedom to be evaluated in terms 
of the classical measure known as "granularity". Granularity is the 
RMS fluctuation in density (o$) derived from a scan of uniformlyfexposed 
film. For this purpose the scanning apertur is always large and the 
* A(x, y) is, of course, not a stochastic variable. 
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corresponding fluctuations are small. We shall deal here with the RMS 
fluctuation in transmission - ) rather than -densit-y, but-the- two arr­
simply related. 
The variance oT of a one-dimensional scan is given by 
its autocovariance O (cc-) (= 03 (o-o)) evaluated at zero. Thus we have 
through Eq. (3-9): 
a;~~~~(oI -.J$gnr (I r(-)C&u.Jadrt 
Since the grain spectrum is white its autocovariance is written: 
where: - - two-dimensional Wiener spectrum of grain 
(transmissionZ- meter Z/cycle ) 
2 
and the variance a" becomes: 
o- ftA (o) (3-10) 
A uniformly transmitting aperture of area A is written:A 
A )/AA (within AA) 
_ AA)1 0 (occtsi& 
This yields z /A(OO) and the value for in Eq. (3-10) is established:VAA t* 
T A A (3-11) 




3.3.1.3 Wiener Spectra Relations 
Prior to deriving the relation between one and two­

dimensional spectra, it is appropriate to digress in order to present


the rational for selecting slits as having special significance to the


present study. We build up the logic as follows: 
(1) 	 The purpose of the present study is to determine the impact 
of processing parameter errors on optimum user perform­
ance and not user performance per se. To this end simple 
psuedo-realistic one-dimensional targets (such as edges) 
are sufficient to make the connection since they contain 
the fundamental properties of transmission level and 
position. 
(2) 	 In light of both (I) above and the 'point that the variance 
estimation represents optimum information extraction, 
the scanning aperture should not further degrade the 
-signal. 	 Thus, its dimension in the scan direction should 
be small. 
(3) 	 Generally, the lower bound of Equation (5-:Z) is 
realized only for differential departures of the parameters 
from their true values. The validity of this requires 
small noise fluctuations which in turn means a scanning 
aperture of large area. Since its dimension in the scan 
direction must be small, the other dimension must there­
fore be large. Since the targets are one-dimensional, no 








We now derive an expression between the scan spectrum 
resulting from a slit and the two-dimensional field spectrum. First, 
the scan spectrum is defined as the Fourier transform of 
the. scan- autocovarian-ce 4x5 (C) 
Eliminating cs by means of Eq. (3-9) yields: 
(OSocJ = Vfv (,(-,) 'A Q )Ar Iev der- (3 -12) 
The field spectrum is defined by: 
0Ckt') v) e2TL9AY~ 
Eliminating from Eq. (3-1Z) allows the integration over c to be 
carried out in closed form: 
I(IrV~- C ALft h 33~~03cc.)~~~~~~ 
The aperture autocovariance, OA defined in Eq. (3-8) is written for 
a slit of width Au- (in the scan direction) and length 1; 
"/t .jjA(w]) =L-tr krk) (within AA) 
(otherwise) 
Inserting in Eq. (3-13) we have: 
J ([{ zrj28 
28 
0 
The two transforms in square brackets have solutions: 
Z-.n/ = (7-r -) 
Thus, we have the final general relationship: 
2' z 




We now give five special cases of Eq. (3-14), all of which follow immediately. 
The first three are the asymptotic slits defined earlier: 
I.S 0't): '(,)5'xCa(77-.ZVZ.p) jL7 NARROW SLIT(-5 
' it2<)=z(7"m fs)) : ]) 
 O)LONG SLIT (-6 
a (3-17) 
.[.)< AND NARROW_ : (%):.)=O)LONG f 
SLIT (3-16)
-, 2 





O--N jz c- - , a)SMALL SLIT 
(3-19)S.( '" s Z 7t,ca(77"
 " & ) .LA RGE SLIT 
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The asymptotic form given in Eq. (3-17) is recommended since it represents 
optimum parameter estimation. However, formally requiring the field 
spectrum f at all frequencies can be side-stepped in those cases where 
the signal spectrum is severely band-limited. Under sucha-condition, 
the spectrum can be taken as white over the frequency domain of 
the signal: 
with]f!now interpreted as the net grain spectrum. Thus the scan noise 
spectrum is simply: 
N0 ((3-20) 
Now the field spectrumXY is given directly by Eq. (3-11), and we have: 
0#A^ (3-Z) 
where 0 is the composite granularity due to all contributing system elements. 
An expression for the scan noise spectrum for a circular 
16 
aperture was developed during an earlier-study by Trabka , namely 
4)!'dH2 2r4 0 ,) (3-22)ird, (T'do V ­
where do is the diameter of the scanning aperture and Trabka's normalizing 
constant k = 4/d o The aperture diameter must be large enough to vali­
date the assumption of white noise made by Trabka. -Assuming that 65(d ) 
varies slowly over the signal spectrum (effectively white noise) we set 
! SNo 0) = / , T- do 
since H, (aZ)/Z2= 8/,3 for z"1. 17 Using Eq. (3-11) for/I we have 
*The units of the independent variable have been changed from radians/mm






A' 0 ~ a -AA 80r (3-24No -- - - 1.08 cA (3-23) 
which is analogus to Eq. (3-21) developed for slits. We note that both 
equations can also be expressed in terms of the rms density ao through 
use of the approximation 
0- 2.3Y $. (3-24) 
3.3. 2 RMvS Noise for One-Dimensional Simulation 
If the image data system is represented by one-dimensional 
model we must determine an equivalent rms noise, Oe , to be added to 
the signal to represent the film granularity or noise. Since we simulate 
at intervals, A , the simulated signal is band-limited by the Nyquist 
frequency, VNAIV , we shouldonly add noise inside this bandpass. 
In this case 
o A (3-Z5) 
We can relate c. to Kodak measured grainularity by using Equations 
(3-21) or (3-23) depending upon the shape of the aperture we designate 
in scanning the image to obtain the one-dimensional trace. Consequently, 
2? (long and narrow slits) (3-26a) 
c e 2 aA c2AA 
1.08 - doA 
( circles ) (3-26b) 
If Kodak's published granularity values are used for Cr , then AA in 
Equations (3-26a) or (3-26b) is the area of the aperture used by Kodak 
in making the measurements. 
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SECTION 4 
SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
To use Equation (3-2) requires calculation of the partial 
derivatives 35(x,;U There are doubtless image data systems 
for which the system can be represented analytically and the derivatives 
-of-the output signal obtained directly. But for a multi-element system 
which contains nonlinear elements and where it is desired to arbitrarily 
vary the response of individual elements, an analytic approach is 
intractable. Consequently, a computer program was written which 
simulates the system in order to calculate the derivatives and the 
Cramer-Rao variance bound. 
4.1 Image Data System Simulation (IDSS) 
The primary function of the Image Data System 
Simulation (IDSS) is to compute the Cramer-Rao bound on the 
parameter estimation error introduced by a multi-element image 
data system composed of an arbitrary sequence of linear elements, 
nonlinear gains, and additive noise. A second capability of IDSS is to 
provide graphic display of test signals as they appear after every 
element of the image processing system so that the effect of individual 
elements can be visually assessed. A third is to determine the region 
of approximate linearity of the lumped-multielement system which 
contains individual nonlinear elements; the bounds of the "small signal" 
or "low contrast" linearizing approximnation can be determined. 
Although IDSS was developed as a tool necessary for 
solution of the quality control problem, application is in no way 
restricted to the NDPF system. The program could equally well be 
used in analysis of entirely photographic, electro-optic, or digital 
system s. 
Program IDSS .is written in Fortran IV for use on 
Calspan's IBM 370/168 computer. It requires 250K core and of the 
twenty three subroutines, eleven are called from the 370 system 
library, 
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What the program actually does is create a numerical 
isomorphism to the image processing system being studied, create test 
signals, propogate those signals through the simulated system, and 
perform the mathematical operation on the processed output signal 
which yield the estimation error variances. 
The system simulation is one dimensional. A two 
dimensional simulation would involve no conceptual difficulties, but 
would greatly increase program size and running time. The one 
dimensional simulation is adequate for most conceivable purposes, 
but can given rise to certain subtle difficulties regarding the two 
dimensional photographic grain noise field which will be discussed 
in the second part of this section. 
InDut 
Most image data systems can be represented 
by a sequence of elements whose performance is characterized 
by either OTF's (linear elements), nonlinear gains, and/or additive 
gaussian noise. The data defining the response of each element 
is required as input. 
For the linear elements, the spread function rather than 
its Fourier transform, the OTF, is used for computational convenience. 
The spread function is of course always real valued, complex valued 
OTF's being manifested as asymmetrical spread functions. The effect 
of each linear element is thus determined by performing the 
convolution of its spread function with its input. The spread function 
defining the performance of each linear element is read as input. 
The nonlinear gains encountered are typically the 
photographic H-D curves. A table of output density versus input density 
values defining each nonlinear elements H-D curve must be read as 
input. The input signal is converted into density space (= -log (signal)), 
transformed to output density by linear interpolation of the table, and 
-converted to transmission by exponentiation (10 D out). 
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The noise is characterized by the standard deviation, 
which for the photographic granularity must be computed from Equation 
(3-26). A standard random number generating subroutine is used, its 
distribution scaled to the correct standard deviation, and the resulting 
white Gaussian noise added to the signal. 
Any input target type can be generated that is 
expressible as a function of position and a set of orthogonal 
parameters. The number of parameters and the magnitude of 
each is required as input. For-this study, targets with four or 
less parameters are adequate. Consequently, the routine that 
creates targets, Subroutine GEN, currently produces: 1) One 
parameter target - constant level A(l), 2) Two parameter target ­
two delta functions separated by distance A(2) on background level A(1), 
3) Three parameter target - step at location A(3) between levels A(l) 
and A(Z), or 4) Four parameter target - square pulse of width A(3) and 
location A(4) on background level A(l) with pulse level (height) A(2). 
These targets were illustrated previously in Figure 3-1. 
In all computations, the signal level is represented on 
a scale of 0 to 1 and will henceforth be referred to as "transmission". 
The 0 level corresponds to zero ground radiance. The 1 level corresponds 
to the radiance input which yields full scale output voltage for the 
part'icular active sensor. This scale factor is defined as Rr . Therefore 
all standard deviations in estimation of A. representing radiometric 
parameters are in units of Pm. The 0 to 1 "transmission' scale is 
actual photographic transmission at stages where photographs exist, 
Output 
The program operates in any one of three modes. In 
all modes of operation the values of computational parameters and the 
functions defining the response of each simulated system element are 
.printed out. In mode 1 operation a table of the values and a table of­
errors for each of the target parametersA(I), is printed out. The 




In mode 2 operation, the noise power spectral density is computed, and No 
and the pre-whitening filter spread function are printed out. Mode 3 
operation yields a plot of the target function as it appears after passing 
through each system element. Punched output of the processed target 
for auxiliary analyses (e. g., edge gradient spectral analysis) is 
optionally available in any mode. 
Program Oper ation 
For logical convenience, the simulation separates the 
system into a number of blocks each containing sequentially a spread 
function, non-linear gain, and additive noise. A set of control cards 
determine whether one, two, or all of the three possible element 
types are present in any particular block so that any permutation of 
element types is achievable. A second set of control cards determines 
whether data is to be changed for each element so that the program 
user can vary the performance of any element or any combination of 
elements as desired. 
Mode I 
A block diagram showing the major steps in the variance 
calculation mode is given in Figure 4-1. Control parameters, constants, 
and system element performance data are first read in. Each spread 
function is normalized to unit area; the spread function is integrated and 
then divided point by point by the value of the integral. Normalization 
yields conservation of energy (unity gain) in the subsequent convolution 
operations. Values of each of the A(I) are set and a test target generated. 
This target is propagated through the simulated system by the correct 
sequence of convolution with spread functions, and alteration by non-linear 
gains. Additive noise elements are omitted in this mode. The resultant 
output signal is stored. The operation is repeated for the same target, 
but with each of the A(I) in turn altered by a differential increment. The 
partial derivatives of the output signal with respect to each A(I) are then 
computed by subtraction of the first stored output signal from each of the 
tt"'zaIAI PAG 35 
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respective differentially altered output signals and division by the 
respective differential elements. The derivatives thus computed are 
labeled DYDA(I,X). The program next evaluates the integrals over 
X of DYDA(I, X) x DYDA(J, X) for I, J=l, .. , NA wherq NA is the number 
of A (1). The matrix thus created is then inverted and diagonal elements 
of the inverse matrix are extracted. These elements are labeled 
SIG(I, I). Each is multiplied by the white noise power density, yielding 
new values replacing the old SIG(I, !). The quantities SIG(I, I) thus 
arrived at are the variances in the respective A(I). 
The program then returns, assigns new values to the 
A(I) and repeats the computations for as many sets of A(I) values as 
desired. 
When all target A(I) values have been exhausted, 
the program returns, reads new system element performance data 
where" desired, and repeats the foregoing operations for the new 
simulated system. It stops when no new system element performance 
data remains to be read. 
Mode 2 
This mode is used to evaluate the noise characteristics 
at the output of the system. The initial data input is the same as Mode 1. 
A one parameter (constant level) target is generated. The target is 
propagated through the simulated system, in this case with the noise 
elements included. No differentials or matrix elements are calculated. 
Rather the autocovartance function of the output signal is computed and 
Fourier transformed to yield the power spectrum and N o . The operation 
is repeated several times (the number of replications is specified as 
input), and the results averaged. The prewhitening filter, given by 
the square root of the reciprocal of the power spectrum, is computed 
and inverse Fourier transformed to yield the pre-whitening filter spread 
37 
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function. This spread function must be used in Mode 1 operation as the 
last in the system simulation sequence if the power spectrum shows that 
the net noise is non-white. The value of N can also be. used a-s- input 
'to Mode 1 for the double-ended white noise power density. 
. As in Mode 1, the operations are repeated for different 
target parameters and system element performance data as desired. 
Mode 3 
This mode is used to obtain plots of the target function 
at the output of various system elements. The initial data input is the 
same as Mode 1. Targets are generated and propogated through the system 
as in Mode 1. The signal is plotted as it appears after each system element. 
No operations are performed on the output signal. 
As in the other two modes, the operations are repeated 




User descriptions, including a listing and flowchart of 










The initial step in applying IDSS to an image processing 
system is to specify its data flow and construct a model of the system. 
We will illustrate this procedure using the NDPF. The data flow in 
the NDPF Bulk Processing or Initial Image Generating Subsystem was 
discussed previously in Section 2. 2. In this section, the NDPF will be 
broken down into elements whose performance can be characterized 
by OTF's (frequency responses), additive gaussian noise, or non­
linearities consisting of signal dependent gains. The results obtained 
from IDSS using this model are presented in the next section. 
5.1 Element Performance Characterization 
NDPF Input 
The input is videotape records of telemetry from the 
satellite sensors. The telemetry and recording process are linear 
and characterized by frequency response functions (OTF' s). White 
gaussian noise is added to the signal in transmission and recording. 
The RBV and MSS are linear devices characterized by OTF's and 
white gaussian noise. 
Playback 
The playback videotape recorders are linear and 
characterized by OTF s and white gaussian noise. The D/A 
conversion of ASS data and subsequent filtering is similarly 
characterized. 
EBR Electronics 
EBR Electronics are linear and characterized by an 
OTF and white additive gaussian noise. 
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EBR Preemphasis Nonlinearity 
In order to obtain linearity between input radiance and


archival transparency transmittance, and because of.processing con­

straihts on the LER film, signal dependent gain is applied to the






The non-linear photographic process is defined by the 
Hurter-Driffield (H-D) curve which can be specified as a plot of output 
density as a function of input density 
Defcy# (5-1) 
where D = density and T = transmittance. Since the linear elements 
of the system are linear in intensity (radiance), they are linear in T, 
so that the H-D curve represents a signal dependent gain. Henceforth, 
the relationships defining the photographic processor performance as 
well as that of the EBR preemphasis nonlinearity will be referred to as 
nonlinear gain. 
Contact Printers 
The physical process involved in contact printing is 
coupled multiple scattering vithin the master-duplicating film sandwich. 
That process yields a nonlinear image transfer in the general case, but 
has not been adequately studied to be useful in the present application. 
18As part of a study of the Kodak Niagara Printer, one of the authors (EKS) 
showed that in the limit of infintessimally thin continuous emulsions, the 
contact print would be the Fresnel diffraction pattern of the master. 




Diffraction phenomena result from discontinuities in the 
electric field. However, as edge gradients become finite and sufficiently 
low, the diffraction effects become less pronounced and the printing 
process approaches linearity. For the sensor imposed bandlimit 
of approximately 50 cycles/mm sufficient edge blur is expected that 
the linear model be valid. Should future payloads have increased OT 
cutoff frequencies, this contact printer approximation must be re-examined. 
In the present application, therefore, the contact printing 
process is considered to be a linear process with white gaussian noise 
(film granularity). The film MTF is lumped together with the printer 
OTF and referred to as a film-printer OTF. 
Bulk Enlarger 
* 	 The Bulk Enlarger is a linear device characterized by 
an OTF. That OTF is expected to vary as a function of field position, 
but since its magnitude at the sensor cutoff frequency (-12 cycles/ 
mm on 9. 5 in. format) should be high, field position variation can 
be neglected. Barring catastrophic dccurrences, the enlarger's 
aberrations are constant, and the source of OTF variation expected 
in normal operation would be defocus. (Note that if the enlarger 
system is misaligned, there will be defocus as a function of field 
position, which cannot be neglected.) 
The film MTF. is lumped with the enlarger MTF so that 
the subsystem is modeled as a linear element characterized by its 
OTF, and additive white gaussian noise. 
5. 2 Model Constraints 
Several constraints were imposed on the analysis of 
the NDPF: 
4' ~j pOO Q rs 
1. As the RBV sensor in the current payload has been 
inoperative, the MSS configuration of the image processing systemn is 
emphasized. 
2. 	 The bulk processing @nitial Image Generating 
Subsystem) only is analyzed. Precision processing (Scene Correction 
Subsystem), the prime purpose of which is large scale geometric 
modification for mapping purposes, is not included in model manipulation. 
3. Paper prints are not likely to be used quantitatively 
and are not considered. 
4, The bulk processing is modeled only through the 
third generation transparency which is the prime product delivered 
to users for quantitative study. 
5. Sensor-telemetry noise can be lumped together, 
and NDPF electronic element noise can be neglected. 
6. Telemetry and recording apparatus can be assumed 
transparent (no effect on signal). 
5. 3 MSS Configuration Model 
In terms of the subsystem element performance 
descriptors discussed, and under the preceding constraints, the 
NDPF model for processing MSS imagery is as follows: 
Element 	 Measurable Performance Descriptor 
1. 	 Sensor OTF 
Electronics Noise Standard deviation (gaussian, white) 
2. 	 EBR Control Electronics OTF 
3. 	 Digital to Analog (D/A) 
conversion OTF 
4. 	 Bessul Filter 	 OTF 
5. 	 EBB. Electronics 	 OTF 






6. 	 EBP. (Beam) 
7. 	 EBR (Film) 
EBI. film development 
EBI. film granularity 
8. 	 Contact printing/enlarging 
Contact 	 printing/enlarging 
film development 
Contact printing/ enlarging 
film granularity 
9. 	 Contact Printing 
Contact Printing film 
development 




Nonlinear gain (H-D) 


















Standard deviation (gaussian, white)


This model is represented by a series of 9 blocks identified above. 
Input values for each of the performance descriptors are presented 
in Section 6. 1. 
5.4 	 RBV Configuration Model 
Element Measurable Performance Descriptor 
1. 	 Sensor OTF 
Electronics noise Standard deviation (gaussian, white) 
2. 	 EBR Control Electronics OTF 
3. 	 EBR Electronics 	 OTF 
EBR Preemphasis nonlinearity Nolinear gain 
4-7. Same as MSS elements 6-9 
5.5 Large Scale Errors 
If 	 all of the system elements introduced no degradation 
a scaleinto the signal, the ERTS/NDPF system would 	 only introduce 
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change into the ERTS imagery. However, effects of payload attitude, 
sensor optics, and distortion internal to the NDPF result in a film 
plane geometry distorted compared to the ground. The NDPF was 
designed to correct for this mapping distortion (correctionmechanisms 
are outlined in Appendix A.); however, some residual geometric 
mapping distortion error results. This error applies to measurement 
of distances of the order of magnitude of the frame size. 
If the NDPF is described by a pseudo spread function of 
the.entire lumped data processing system, the geometric estimation 
error introduced by the NDPF element performance descriptors is 
separable from the large scale geometric mapping distortion described 
above; the two error sources can be treated independently. The errors 
calculated assess the small scale, not the large scale geometric error. 
Similarly the radiant input to the sensor would be mapped 
into a related radiance scale at the output product for an ideal system. 
However, a radiance mapping error exists over distances of the order 
of the frame size due to sensor and processing nonuniformities. The 
correction mechanisms for this error are also discussed in Appendix A, 
and the residual errors resulting from application of the algorithm can 
be calculated directly. Again, this radiometric error is separable from 
the parameter estimation errors of concern in this study. 
5.6 	 Modeling Summary 
The NDPF and sensors have been modeled in terms of 
accepted, measurable descriptors of the performance of system elements. 
These descriptors can be utilized as a sequence of operators to obtain 
system output as a function of input to the sensor. To develop or assess 
quality control tolerances requires determination of the effect of changes 








The results of application of the technique to the N-DPF are 
presented in this section. The first part discusses the input data base 
identifying the specific values assigned to the descriptors (functions) 
which characterize the performance of each element of the NDPF model 
delineated previously. In the subsequent discus sion, the nominal 
performance of the NDFF/v[SS configuration is established and 
examined in detail. The effects of off-nominal element performance 
are determined. The results expected from the RBV configuration 
are considered by comparison to the MSS. The implications of these 
results on procedures for quality control of the NDPF elements are 
subsequently examined. Finally, a technique for calibrating ERTS imagery 
in order to relate transmittance to ground radiance or reflectance is 
illustrated. 
6.1 Input Data for Element Performance 
Valid quantitative definition of each spread function, 
nonlinear gain, and noise standard deviation are obviously required 
as input to IDSS. Approximate accuracy of input data is adequate 
to determine the influence of changes in system element performance 
or changes in estimation error, which is of course, the prime objective. 
However, accuracy of the calculated estimation errors as a measure 
of absolute system performance requires high confidence level input data. 
Although some sinple measurements of element 
performance were made by us, for the most part it was necessary 
to rely on external information sources. Sufficient confidence in 
the approximate accuracy stipuated is asserted; the best data 
found to be available was used. But, it must be emphasized that 
the reader keep in mind that inferences of absolute systeni 
performance are affected by absolute accuracy of input data. 
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Input data used and the manner in which it was 
acquired for each system element are given below. All spread 
functions plotted have been normalized to unit area. The unit of 
length used in computations is the micrometer and distances refer 
to the 70 nm format. All nonlinear gains are presented as plots 
of input density vs output density. Noise sources, always gaussian 
and white, are characterized by the applicable standard deviation. 
a) 	 Payload Sensors 
1. 	 MSS - the sensor spread function was obtained 
the User's Handbook. 2 by 	 inverse Fourier transform of the MTF given in 
No phase data were available. The curve given appears to have been 
fitted to only four data points. The resulting MASS spread function is 
plotted as Figure 6­ l(a). 
2. RBV - the sensor spread function was obtained by 
inverse Fourier transform of an "eyeball average" of the three 
characteristic MTF's given in the User's Handbook.2 No phase data 
were available. The spread function is plotted as Figure 6-l(b). 
- Assumed Transparent. I b) Telemetry and Recording 
- Assumed Transparent.Jc) Playback Video Tape Recorder 
Control Electronics - Assumed Transparent. I d) 	 Video Tape Recorder 
e) 	 EBR Control Electronics (EBR CTL) - Spread function'obtained by inverse 
Fourier transform of MTF given in ERTM-E-81. 19 Plotted as Figure 6 -i(c) 
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(c) EBRCTL SPREAD FUNCTION () EBR ELECTRONICS SPREAD FUNCTION 
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g) 	 Bessel Filter - As in (e) above. See Figure 6-1(e). 
h) 	 EBR Electronics -As in (e) above. See Figure 6-1(f). 
i) 	 EBR Preemphasis Nonlinearity -
Two sourcjes of info rmation-were-used;,2 
1) User's Handbook. The system is designed to obtain a net = -1 
between log of the ground radiafiee and archival density. Further, 
the archival film is processed to Y= 2 (with "slight" deviation fron 
linearity at end of the H-D curve, the actual shape not being given). 
Thus, the EBR preemphasis nonlinearity has Y= -21. Mapping the 
0-1 (relative) earth radiance scale onto the Handbook prescribed 
archival density range yields the curve shown in Figure 6 -2(a). 
2) 	 Measurements - A current quality control procedure utilizes a 
twenty-one step gray scale at the head and tail of each roll of film 
processed. A sample was obtained and measured, and an archival 
processor H-D curve obtained. Each frame of imagery includes a 
fifleen step gray scale written by the EBR for radiometric calibration. 
The densities were read on an archival frame. The relative log 
radiance of the gray scale was obtained from the. User's Handbook 
and 	 an H-D curve for relative log ground radiance to archival 
density thus obtained. This curve together with the curve for 
archival processing alone allowed determination of the EBR 
preemphasis nonlinear gain plotted in Figure 6-2b, 
j) 	 EBR Beam 
The EBR beam spread function was obtained from ERTM-H-81.19 
It 	 is Gaussian in shape and plotted in Figure 6-3a. 
k) 	 Film spread functions 
The film spread functions were measured frcm sample data. The 
edge of the large square in a standard Air Force tribar target 
currently used in quality control at the NDPF was scanned with a 
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(b) EBR PREEMPHASIS NONLINEARITY (MEASURED) 
Figure 6-2 EBR PRE-EMPHASIS NON-LINEAR GAIN FUNCTIONS 
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(bi FILMSPREAD FUNCTION 
Figure 6-3 SPREAD FUNCTION INPUTS (PART 2) 
so 
transparencies. The edge spectra were computed by an edge 
gradient technique described in Appendix A. Each spectrum 
was divided by that of the previous generation and the resultant 
MTF Fourier transformed to yield the spread function of a 
single duplication process. The MTF's were compared to the 
limited section of the film MTF given in the User's Handbook2 
(Figure H-5) and found to be in agreement. It was concluded 
that the combined contact printer plus film MTF is approximately 
equal to the film MTF alone. Consequently the resulting spread 
function was used for both the archival film and for the second and 
third generation contact printer/film combinations. This spread 
function is plotted as Figure 6-3b. Edge ringing (Fresnel diffraction) 
was not observed on the samples examined which provides support 
for the validity of the linear contact printer model approximation. 
1) Film Nonlinearities 
Three approaches were used: 
z 
1. User's Handbook. The design goal or nominal 
NDPF performiance were obtained from the Handbook (Figure H-4) 
and are plotted in Figures 6-4 a-c for the first through third generations. 
2. The twenty-one spot quality control gray scale was 
measured on samples of each generation, The H-D curves thus obtained 
are plotted in Figure 6-5 a-c for the first through third generations. 
3. The fifteen level calibration gray scale was measured 
for each generation. The H-D curves for the second and third generation 
processing thus obtained are plotted as figures 6-6 a, b. This 
approach could not be applied to the first generation as no independent 
measure of the EBI. preemphasis nonlinearity could be obtained and the 
15 step density input to the first generation processor is unknown. 
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Figure 6-6 MEASURED FILM H-D CURVES (15 STEP CALIBRATION GREY SCALE) 
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m) 	 Electronic Noise 
Total electronic noise at the NDPF is assumedI to yield 




added by NDPF elements is neglected. This noise amplitude is small


compared to the photographic grain noise. 
n) Film Grain Noise 
The rms granularity values given in the User's 
Handbook 2 (Figure H-6) can be used to calculate 05, the rms noise 
fluctuation. The value of c72 AA presented in Figure 6-7 for 
either the EBR (archival) or copy film, is substituted into equation 
(3-26) to compute o-e 
. 
It is recognized that some noise sources encoun­
tered may be signal-dependent; nevertheless, the perturbation technique

can still yield correct results if a standard deviation corresponding to a

nominal or worst case is utilized.

6.2 	 Nominal Performance - MSS Configuration 
Referring to the MSS image processing configuration 
model established in Section 5. 3, the operations entered in a sequence 
of 9 blocks in IDSS to simulate the system are: 
I. 	 Convolution with the payload spread function. 
2. 	 Convolution with the EBR Control Electronics spread function. 
3. 	 Convolution with the D/A Conversion spread function. 
4. 	 Convolution with the Bessel Filter spread function. 
5. 	 Convolution with the EBR Electronics spread function. 
6. 	 Level change by the EBR preemphasis nonlinearity. 
7. 	 Convolution with the EBR Beam spread function. 
8. 	 Convolution with the film spread function. 
9. 	 Level change by the nonlinear first generation development process 
(H-D curve) 
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12. 	 Convolution with the film-contact printer spread function. 
43. 	 Level change by the nonlinear third generation development process 
(H-D curve) 
Operation No. 10 is replaced by convolution with the Bulk Enlarger


spread function for 9. 5 inch products. Distances refer to the 70 mm


format unless explicitly stated other-wise.


Recalling the disparity between the User's Handbook





accept as "nominal". Since the measured data was taken from 
small sample of NDPF products, and there is no evidence confirming


the data as nominal or even typical, the Handbook data were chosen.


This data is, however, clearly idealized, so the measured data were
20 
also used as input'and the results compared. Other sources indicate


that the first generation nonlinear gain or r is about 1. 5 in agreement


with the measured data.

In order to 	 estimate the noise statistics the IDSS program 
was run in Mode Z with nominal element performance data detailed


in Section 6. 1. The noise spectrum was found to be -white and a pre­





To understand the noise propogation behavior in more


detail, consider the last several steps in the data flow of the NDPF:


* additive noise (archival film grain) 
* 	 film-printer film spread function 
Znd Generationo non-linear gain INegativeJ(copy 	 film grain)
* additive noise 
* 	 film-printer spread function 1 
non-lneargain 3rd Generation~nI 	 Positivenon-linear 
(copy film grain) J o additive noise 
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The input to these steps is a bandlimited, low-noise signal. Since 
the noise amplitude is sma1l compared to the signal, the nonlinear gains 
do not modify the noise spectr-um. Now the film-printer OTF cutoff 
frequencies are large compared to the cutoff of the signal imposed by 
the sensor. The first grain noise is filtered by two OTF's, the second 
by one, and the third not at all. Small changes in the performance 
of either film or printer, will consequently have negligible effect on N O . 
Therefore, for the current ERTS system, N is independent of reasonable 
0 
changes in NDPF eleme'nt performance. 
Another benefit is obtained from the insensitivity 
of N to NDPF system performance. From equation (3-2) 
C 2 >,-A0 ?N (M . 
with the equality holding for the sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio. 
The constancy of N for slightly off nominal element performance allows 
o 
relative error comparisons, namely: 
0'2 (off nominal) (M )U. (off nominal) 
t 
__________=_______________ 
C2 (nominal) (P-I)jj (nominal) 
where COf- 0 to simplify notation. Thus the quality control 
problem for the current ERTS image processing system can be studied 
I ) i by computing only the (M - as a function of element performance. 
Therefore initially only the relative performance was exaiined. The 
effect of N was included later to relate relative performance to 
absolute values. 
6. 2.1 Edge Target Results 
The three parameter "edge" target, where A ­
one radiance level, A, = other radiance level, and A3 = the position of 
the edge betweenA 1 and A 2 will be used to describe the change in image 
quality as a function of changes in subsystem element performance for 
the following reasons: 
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1. It is the simplest target that yields both radiometric 
and geometric estimation errors. 
2. It corresponds to a most common user estimation 
task. 
3. The spectrum of the output edge gradient can be 
used to determine system radiometric linearity. 
6.2.1.1 Linearity 
In order to study system linearity IDSS was used to 
generate the nominal MSS output for the twenty targets shown in Table 6-1. 
The NDPF system output for each of these targets was 
subsequently used as input to an edge gradient spectrum computation 
program (Appendix D) and the spatial frequency response of the system 
thus obtained. 
If a system is linear, then its frequency response is inde­
pendent of input. A nonlinear system on the other hand is characterizid 
by harmonic generation, the presence of signal at higher frequencies is 
observed, and the apparent frequency response is input dependent. The 
region over. which the response of a nonlinear system is independent of 
input is defined as the "small signal" or quasi-linear region which is 
useful to those who want to approximate the nonlinear system by a linear 
one. 
The nominal NDPF is designed such that the four cascaded 
nonlinearities give a net processing Y = -1 so that ground radiance 
should be directly proportional to third generation transmtission. How­
ever, each nonlinearity generates haimonics while the CTF of the following 
linear element can eliminate some of those harmonics. Applying an 
inverse nonlinear function to the modified signal might not yield the 
initial inputagain. Therefore, the presence of the linear filters (OTF's) 
between the nonlinearities may cause the system to behave in a nonlinear 
manner even though the net Y is held equal to minus one. 
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Target Designation AI -­ ? A3 
(normalized (normalized (edge location) 
radiance radiance 
level) level) 
.... 0001* 50. 
2 .i2 
3 " .4 it 
4 .6 " 
5 ". 8 " 
6 .25 .0001 
7 it .2 " 
8 t.4 
9 It .6 
10 ".8 
11 .45 .0001 " 
12 .2 
13 " .4 
14 .6 " 
15 f.8 
16 .65 .0001 
17 tf .2 
18 I .4 It 
19 It .6 It 
20 it .8 It 
("The value 0001 was used instead of'zero because the prdgrarn must 
compute Io K­ in the nonlinear gain subroutine.) 
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The edge gradient spectra computed are shown in 
Figure 6-8. Note that the spectrum of all the edges except those 
with the very low (. 0001 or . 05) radiance levels are identical and 
that the others all contain higher modulations as frequency increases. 
The system thus seems to be behaving in a linear manner ove'r a wide 
but bounded target radiance range. From the results obtained this 
range is, at least, 0. 2 to 0. 8 (normalized radiance). 
In order to understand the cause of this result, the 
program was run in the signal tracing mode which yielded the plots 
shown in pages 214 to Z33 of the data, Appendix C, corresponding to 
edges 1-20 respectively. Distortion of edges 1, 6, 11, 16 is obvious. 
Distortion can be seen in edges 2 through 5 as well, although it is 
less pronounced. From the plots, the distortion occurs at either 
the electronic preemphasis or first generation development non­
linearities. Inspection of the EBB. preemphasis nonlinearity curve, 
Figure 6-2 shows that the linear portion of the curve extends only 
as high as input density D. 1.146 which is equivalent to ain 
normalized input signal (transmission) of 0. 07. Thus, the edges 
for which the system exhibits nonlinear response have at least 
one radiance level on the portion of the electronic preemphasis nonlinear 
gain curve which approaches the asymptote at (Din' D 0 t) = (c, .85). 
(In computation, infinity was taken as D = 1000). 
As the subsequent nonlinearity H-D curves are chosen 
such that any input signal which lies on the linear portion of the 
electronic preemphasis nonlinear gain curve must also lie on the 
lifnear portion of all succeeding H-D curves, it is concluded that 
the system behaves in a linear manner if the signal'is not clipped 
by the 0. 07 breakpoint of the electronic preemphasis nonlinearity. 
If the four H-D curves do not indeed distort spectra, 














Figure 6-8 EDGE GRADIENT SPECTRA FOR NOMINAL PERFORMANCE 
be matched by that obtained by the system with the nonlinearities 
removed (composite system OTF). 
The four H-D curves were removed from the simulation 
-model and the edges run again. The edge gradient spectra were computed 
as before and are plotted in Figure 6-9. The spectra for all edges are 




It follows that the ERTS nominal system can be 
characterized by an end-to-end frequency response. One useful 
result of this conclusion is that if the NDPF is constrained to 
nominal performance, the OTF of the sensor in the payload can 
be monitored by measuring, on.the output products, the edge 
gradient of a ground object. However, it is fallacious to ignore 
the nonlinear elements in computation of estimation errors as the 
following section shall show. 
Before proceeding, it is instructive to compare


the edge gradient spectra of the input to that at later stages within


the NDPF. The edge targets in the quasi-linear region were


generated: 1) after the MSS, 2) after D/A conversion, 3) on the


archival product, and 4) on the third generation product. Edge


gradient spectra were computed and are plotted in Figure 6-10.


The D/A conversion is logically lumped as an integral part of the


payload, even though it occurs on the ground. The NDPF processing


is shown co modify the spectrum very little thus supporting the


approximations made earlier in the report that were based on the
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Figure 6-10 COMPARISON OF EDGE GRADIENT SPECTRA AT VARIOUS SYSTEM PONTS 
6.2Z. 1.2 Nominal Product Quality 
The nominal error bounds for the- estimation of 
the three parameter edge targets were calculated as measures of 
product quality. The targets outside the linear range defined 
in the preceding section were eliminated resulting in a new 
set of 12 targets having a record length = 100 micrometers, a 
sampling increment = 0. 5 micrometers, and a distance unit = 
micrometer. The target set is defined in Table 6-2. 
TABLE 6-2. REDUCED EDGE TARGET SET 
Designation No. A1 A A 3 
(normalized (normalized (edge
radiance level) radiance level) location) 
1 .25 .2 50. 













7 It o6 
 
8 If .8 It 
9 .65 .2 it 






These targets can be grouped according to the normalized radiance 
level difference - <z f a measure of target contrast. 
This results in the following classification: 
AR Des ignation No. 
.05 1, 6, 11 
.15 2, 7, 12 
.25 5, 10 
. 35 3, 8 
.45 9 
.55 4 
1IDSS computed the matrix elements (M -).., i = 1, 3. (M-1 )l I and 
(M 1 22, proportional to the error in estimating radiance levels, 
remained constant for all edges. They can be made arbitrarily 
small by increasing the record length--it is the change in their values 
as a function of subsystem element performance for a fixed record 
length that must be examined to evaluate quality control procedures. 
(M-i )33' the edge location estimation component, was found to be 
independent of the absolute values of A1 and A 2 , but to depend on 
AR/kmn only. The results are plotted in Figure 6-11. The shape of 
the curve suggests the log-log plot of Figure 6-12. Note that Figure 6-12 
shows the data to be exactly colinear with slope of exactly -2. Now: 
Crz , /V4_ ) by equation (3-2) 
4t. 
so that the data demand: 
C3 (R where: c means "is directly 
9 proportional to" 
or CA A 
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Figure 6-11 	 VARIATION OF EDGE POSITION ESTIMATION ERROR WITH
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This relationship is expected for a linear system and can, in fact, 
easily be derived from equation (3-2) analytically. It confirms that 
this region-of input target radiance levels represents a quasi-linear 
performance region for the NDPF. 
To determine the effect of the non-linbar g.ins, these 
steps were removed from the simulated system and the set of test 
targets was run again. The results are plotted in Figure 6-13 and 
6-14. Notice that the proportionality 
is preserved, but that the proportionality constant is roughly an order 
of m?4nitude lower. Thus we- can conclude that the presence of the 
four nonlinear gains increases the estimation error, even though the 
frequency response is not distorted. 
6. z. z Square Bar Target Results 
Although edge targets will be used in examining off 
nominal system performance, the square-bar target was also 
considered during the nominal performance analysis as an additional 
descriptor. The following set of targets were generated where AI = 
background radiance level, A = bar radiance level, A 3 = bar width 
and A 4 = bar location: 
A 1 was held constant. A 1 = 0.1 
A was varied in steps of . 2 between A 2 = .15 and A2 .95 
A 3 was varied between A 3 = 15 and A 3 = 105 micrometers. 
* was held constant at 75 micrometers, the record midpoint. 
Signal trace plots for these targets were shown in Appendix C, Pages 
234 through 278. Plots of the matrix elements (M- 1)2z' (v 1)33' and 
(M- 1)44 as a function of bar width for each A2 value are shown in 
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Figure 6-15 	 VARIATION OF BAR TARGET RADIANCE LEVEL ESTIMATION ERROR 
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Figure 6-i"7 	 VARIATION OF BAR TARGET LOCATION ESTIMATION ERROR WITH 




accuracies represented by these relative errors begin to increase






targets smaller -than 2-5 microineters This corresponds to ground 
distances of approximately 134 and 84 meters respectively. From 
Figure 6-15 we see that the variance in the radiometric measurement 
is independent of target contrast, A R/Rm, while the variance in 
measurement of bar width (Figure 6-16) and location (Figure 6-17) both 
depend upon this contrast. If these data are presented on a plot of 
log ( 1)i versus log (A R/Rm) we find that both terms have the inverse 
square dependence on contrast described earlier in connection with the 
variance in locating edges. We note that the variance in target width 
measurement is an order of magnitude larger than the variance of the 
location measurement and is about twice the variance in edge location 
(Figure 6-11). The later result indicates that target width measurement 
is equivalent to two independent edge location measurements for sufficiently 
wide targets. 
6. 2. 3 Delta Function Target Results 
In order to obtain an estimate of nominal system 
"resolution", two parameter targets consisting of two narrow bars 
on a constant background were used. Signal trace plots of these 
results are shown in Appendix C, pages 279 through 283. The two 
bars are no longer distinguishable at a separation of 25 micrometers 
which corresponds to a distance of about 84 meters on the ground 
in agreement with the results from the square bar targets presented 
above. 
Effect of Off Nominal NDPF Element Performance 
The effect of variation in performance of the NDPF 
subsystem elements is now considered for the nominal (Handbook 




The spread functions for the EBR Control Electronics and 
for the EBR electronics are practically delta-functions They are unlikely 
to vary and a great change would be required before the signal was 
affected. These two spread functions were therefore not varied in the 
sensitivity analysis. 
The D/A conversion spread function is defined by the 
type of device used. Small variations in its shape are not likely to 
occur;either it works or it doesn't. The same holds for the Bessel 
filter. Variation in the performance of these two devices is therefore 
not examined here. However, both devices are related to the payload 
performance--if a new, higher performance sensor were used in the 
future, both devices would also be redesigned. In this sense, they can 
be considered part of the payload. The effect of higher payload 
performance on product quality will be examined later. 
6.3.2 FEBR Beam 
The EBR beam can change shape due to variations in the 
electron optics, misalignment, contamination, etc. The effect of EBR 
beam width was examined. The set of test edges (see page 66) was run 
for EBR beam spread functions Z0%, 50% and 100,%wider than nominal 
shown in Figure 6 -3a. The off nominal EBR spread functions are shown 
in Figure 6-18. 
The effect of EBR beam width increase on cj and 
is shown in Figure 6-1 9a. The effect on 0- is shown in Figure 6-19 b. 
The graphs represent the data for all twelve test edges; the variation 
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Figure 6-19 EFFECT OF EBB BEAM SPREAD FUNCTION INCREASE ON LOCATION 
AND-RADIOMETRIC ERROR 
The variation in o- is the largest. However, 
the standard deviation in edge location estimation for a 100% 
EBR beam width increase is only ten percent larger than the 
nominal value. This insensitivity indicates that abberrations causing 
assymetry of the beams and also minor beam misalignment need 
not be monitored.. The monitoring procedure need only be capable 
of detecting gross changes in the beam width or alternatively in the 
EBR OTF. 
6.3.3 Film-Printer Spread Functions 
The sensitivity of the estimation errors to changes 
in the film-printer spread functions was next examined. The edge 
target set was propagated through the system for 20%, 50% and 
1000 increase in each of the three film stages (archival film, 
second or third generation printer-film). Figure 6-20 shows plots 
of the three off nominal film or film-printer spread functions. The 
effects on the estimation errors were identical regardless of which 
of the three elements were degraded. The results for all twelve 
edges are shown in Figure 6-21 a and b. The estimation errors have 
very low sensitivity to the film element's performance. 
The performance of the three film/film-printer 
system elements were next all made off nominal at once in the 
20%, 50% and 100% amounts. The results for the twelve test edges 
are shown in Figure 6 -22a and b. The critical position estimation 
error parameter, C exhibits only a 20% increase over the nominal 
value when all three spread functions at once are 10016 too wide. 
A 20%a increase in the variance of course corresponds to only a 
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6.3.4 	 EBR and Film/Film-Printer Spread Functions Off 
Nominal Simultaneously 
The -film-and film-printer spread functions were 
considered in combination with a 20% off nominal EBR spread function. 
The 20% value was chosen simply because it is quite gross and would 
be easy to detect but nonetheless not so gross a degradation as to be 
totally unlikely to occur. The results of the computation for 20%, 
50% and 10076 width increase of a single film-printer spread function 
are shown in Figure 6-23. Comparison of these data with the 
preceding shows little difference. Thus to hold a reasonably coarse 
tolerance an EBR performance does not preclude the even coarser 
tolerances indicated for the film/film-printer spread functions. 
6.3.5 	 Film Development - H-D Curve 
The following target edges were generated in the 
computations discussed in this subsection. 
Designation No. A1 A 2 A 3 
(normalized (normalized (edge 
radiance level) radiance level) location) 
1 .25 .2 50. 
2 " .8 " 
3 .65 . 2 
4I . 8 f. 
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The processing Y of each development process was 
varied and the change in variances computed. 
First Generation 
The set of H-D curves used is shown in Figure 6-24. 
Nominally , = 2.0. Computations were performed for off nominal 
Y= l..8, 1.9, 2.1 and 2.2. The rcsults are shown in Figure 6-25. 
Note: I) The very large sensitivity to 2 compared to the preceding 
spread function results. 
2) The difference in sensitivity of each target edge to the processing 
changes. The system begins to exhibit nonlinear response for small 
departures from nominal 
3) Edges 2 and 4 which both have A2 = . 8 have rapidly 
increasing estimation errors for 8' > 2. 1. The increased 7' evidently 
causes saturation and clipping at *is radiance level. 
4) Increasing / actually decreases the estimation error 
to some extent before the catastrophic increase for the high radiance 
level targets occurs. 
Second Generation 
Nominal second generation processing is to I = 1. 0. 
Computations were performed for 71 = .8, .9, 1.1, and 1.2. Results 
are shown in Figure 6-Z6. Sensitivities are very high for all targets. 
From the Crz sensitivities, it is clear that the high radiance values 
are being forced into saturation and are clipping. Consideration of the 
Jc sensitivities indicates that the only target with relative insensi­
tivity to 4 is target number one with normalized radiance values 
.25 and . 2. Target number four which has the highest radiance level is 
most sensitive to an increase in . The graphs show that it is 
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Third Generation 
Nominalthi-rd generatiofl processing is to 1. 0. 
Computations were performed for a = .8, .9, 1. 1 and 1.2. 
Results are shown in Figure 6-27. Sensitivities are very high for 
all targets as noted for the second generation processing. 
6.3.6 Measured Nonlinearity Data 
The simulation was run using the H-D curves 
measured from NDPF samples discussed in Section 6. 1 and the 
set of twelve edges defined in Table 6-Z. Using the data obtained 
from the fifteen step calibration grey scale on an actual frame of 
imagery yielded the plot of edge position estimation error shown 
in Figures 6-28 and 6-29. Note that the data points lie quite close 
to the nominal results. The spread of estimation errors at each 
value indicates that the system is not linear - the estimation 
error depends on the absolute A 1 , A Z values as well asJA 1 - A2. 1 
There is no evidence that the frames examined are typical NDPF 
products. 
The twenty-one step quality control grey scale H-D 
data was also used. For this data, the system exhibited extreme 
nonlinearity which resulted in severe clipping. Figure 6-30 is a plot of edge 
position estimation error versus a% . It is included to dramatize 
the effect processing control can have on the image quality. As the Zl 
step grey scale data are inconsistent with both the Handbook (nominal) 
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6.4 	 RBV Output Product Quality 
Since the RBV sensor has been inoperable during the 
ERTS-A mission, the RBV configuration NDPF performance was not 
as thoroughly examined as for the MSS. Referring back to Figure 6-1, 
we see that the RBV spread function is somewhat worse than the MSS 
spread function. However, when the D/A conversion and Bessel filter 
operations are added to the MSS sensor performance, the RBV input 
signal, which is analog to begin with, has somewhat better frequency 
content than the MSS input signal. Consequently, the estimation errors' 
for the RBV products would be slightly smaller than those for the MSS 
presented above. In addition, the sensitivity of the estimation errors 
to changes in the EBR and film-printer spread function would be 
somewhat greater. But since these sensitivities are so low and the 
difference between the RBV and MSS analog inputs so small, repetition 
of the computations for the RBV was not required. It is concluded 
that quality control procedures -adequate for the MSS products are 
adequate for the RBV products as well. 
6.5 	 Effect of Better Sensor Performance 
It was desired by NASA to obtain an estimate on the improve­
ment in image quality that might be obtained with better sensor perforn.ance 
(Figure 	 6-31). It is emphasized that use of a better payload would require 
reexamination of two approximations valid for the current system: 
1. The assumption that N 
o 
remains constant with small 
changes in subsystem element performance becomes in­
valid when the processing element spread functions are 
not narrow compared to the sensor spread function. 
2. The linearity of the contact printing process is ques­
tionable for imagery with higher cutoff frequency than 
that imposed by current sensors. 
95. 
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If the assumptions were to remain valid, and the sensor 
performance were improved by factors of two and four, the edge position 
estimation errors would improve as shown in Figure 6-32. The RBV 
spread function was used to obtain these data in order to avoid having to 
change the D/A converter and Bessel filter spread functions together 
with the MSS sensor. Clearly doubling the sensor "resolution" does not 
reduce the variance by a factor of two. 
We believe that the first assumption could be invalid 
for the improved cases considered. However, the technique is still 
valid: the N term would simply have to be computed as a function of 
element performance as well, which involves slightly more time, but 
involves no conceptual difficulties. if the payload spread function becomes 
close to processing element spread function sizes, it may be necessary 
to use a two dimensional simulation in order to correctly determine the 
effect of element performance on the two dimensional noise field. 
Should the contact printer linearity become invalid, a 
better mathematical model for that physical process than currently 
exists will have to be found. 
6.6 Ab'solute Performance 
To relate the relative measurements considered thus far 
to absolute estimation errors requires determination of N 
o 
. A reliable 
estimate of the sensor noise level was not available, and, consequently, 
the following "absolute" performance calculations are for illustration only. 
It is clear from Section 3.3 that N 0 depends on the aperture used in the 
measurements. The long, narrow slit approximation will be used here 
for illustration. For the current ERTS system, this approximation applies 
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The values for o 7 AA presented earlier in Figure 6-7 
for the "copy film" were substituted into Equation 3-21 to compute 
N for slit lengths of 30, 150 and 300 micrometers, This corresponds 
to targets about 100, 500 and 1000 meters long on the ground. The 
resulting N values are shown in Figure 6-33. These data were combined 
with the results for the bar target radiance level (Figure 6-15) and bar 
width (Figure 6-16) using Equation 3-Z to obtain the absolute percentage 
errors for the three lowest contrast targets. The high contrast targets 
were excluded to permit the use of an N0 value at the average signal level 
(transmittance) of the target and avoid the dependence of the noise upon 
signal level. The resulting percentage errors are shown in Figure 6-34 
as a function of the width of the target in meters on the ground for a 
target 500 meters long. Both the radiance and width estimation errors 
decreases rapidly with increasing target width as would be expected. 
The independence of Iv 1 on target contrast, A R/Rm, combined with22 
the increase of noise power with radiance or transmittance cause the 
percentage error in radiance estimation to increase rather than decrease 
with contrast or radiance level. The width estimation error, on the other 
hand, decreases with increasing contrast. The reader is reminded that 
these error estimates assume optimal data use and that their accuracy 
depends directly upon the accuracy of the system element performance 
descriptors used as input to the IDSS Program. 
6.7 Geometric Mapping Error 
The positional estimation errors calculated 
apply to local measurements. For measurements across the frame 
format, geometric mapping error must be added. No new work was 
done in this study to assess the magnitude of this error. Residual 
errors remaining after application of correction algorithms currently 
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6.8 Radiometric Estimation Error and Calibration 
The radiance estimation errors calculated 
yield only the local error and must be -added&to the large scale error. 
Algorithms fot correction of non-uniform sensor sensitivity are 
currently used in the NDPF. They are summarized in Appendix A 
along with the residual errors. 
To determine the target radiance level users must 
relate output product transmission to ground radiance by removing 
the effects of the atmosphere and contamination of sensor optics. 
For the past several years we have been developing techniques to 
calibrate the transmittance of aerial photographs in terms of ground 
reflectance. Zl-23 We examined the application of these techniques 
to some typical ERTS imagery and found that they might be successfully 
applied. 
The calibration techniques use analyses of scene shadow 
areas to establish the relationship between sensor irradiance and 
ground reflectance. Very briefly, a linear relationship exists between 
the radiance just inside and outside a shadow. The parameters of this 
relationship are related to the component of radiance due to atmospheric 
scattering or flare and to the ratio of sunlight to skylight irradiance. 
Thus, the relationship between sensor irradiance and scene radiance 
or reflectance can be established by measuring sunlight and shadow 
radiance for a set of shadows and determining the parameters of the 
fit to the data set. The shadow calibration techniques require no 
atmospheric modeling (and consequent model parameter measurement); 
rather, the calibration proceeds entirely from the sensor record of 
shadow elements within the scene to determine the atmospheric 
component of radiance. 
As a result, a calibrated sensor record is obtained 
in which sensor response is directly proportional to scene reflectance. 
Absolute calibration requires knowledge of only one element in the scene, 
U.S. Patent 3,849,006. 102 
similar to laboratory use of a MgO standard or its equivalent. It 
should be noted that the calibration process can be automated so that 
data tapes are immediately corrected for the effects. 
Our previous analyses have been at sufficiently large 
image scales that shadows from buildings and boulders could be 
utilized. The scale and resolution of ERTS imagery preclude use of 
such shadows; however, we have found that shadows on terrain with 
large relief and certaih cloud shadows can be used to calibrate ERTS 
imagery successfully. 
The first step in the calibration procedure is to reduce 
the measured film densities or sensor voltages to relative exposure 
or radiance by means of a D-log E or instrument response curve. 
Analyses then proceed from these relative exposure values. It is 
important to note that it is not necessary to have a relationship between 
sensor response and absolute exposure. All analyses can proceed 
from a relative exposure relationship; hence, the problems currently 
existing with the MSS mirrors (contamination) have no effect on the 
calibration process. 
The resultant exposures are dependent upon meteorological 
conditions, altitude of measurement and illumination conditions such 
as proportion of sunlight to skylight and the amount of "airlight" (the 
-contribution to exposure by illumination scattered to the sensor by the 
atmosphere beneath the satellite). These effects are depicted in Figure 6-35. 
All of these effects can be approximately coupled into 
three parameters for a given spectral band: c<, a/ , and 6 . The 
parameter a is proportional to atmospheric transmittance and total 
(sunlight + skylight) irradiance; a is proportional to atmospheric 
transmittance and skylight irradiance; and 6 is proportional to the 
amount of air light in the scene. The exposure in sunlight, E, for 
an object with reflectance R is 
103 
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E = cR +pd , (6-1) 
while the exposure of the same object in shadow, E', is 
El R + j (6-2) 
Measurements of terrain reflectance thus requires/ 
knowledge of a , cy and 6 in each sensor spectral band. These 
parameters can be determined in a straightforward manner using a 
shadow calibration procedure called the Scene color Standard (SCS) 
technique. 
Calibration is accomplished by densitornetry of the21 
illumination discontinuities at shadow edges. It is convenient to 
/ 
write a = of + a with f a term proportional to solar irradiance 
only. The discontinuity measured at shadow edges on two differentI 
terrain elements then determines /6 and J/"' as follows. 
In the sunlight just outside a shadow the exposure, E, 
is 
E( cf + x)R +,/ (6-3) 
The R is the terrain reflectance. Just inside the shadow the exposure 
El is given by Eq. (6-2). Eqs. (6-2) and (6-3) yield 
E = (I + )E' - (6-4) 
Eq. (6-4) is a linear relationship between E and E' 
with slope (I + -4 ) and intercept -p - Two similarly oriented 
shadows determine the slope and intercept, and hence 8 and -- 7 
In practice a number of shadows are analyzed, and a least squares fit 
is made to the data. 
The atmospheric conditions have now been determined. 
One aspect remains -- that of establishing an absolute level of 
reflectance, akin to laboratory use of a MgO standard or its equivalent. 
A tar or sheet asphalt scene element in sunlight (roadway, roof) is 
usually used to establish the value of oc and complete the calibration. 








These elements are used as: (1) their reflectances are spectrally flat; 
(Z) their reflectance remains constant to good apprpo-Imation -over -the-­
.		 year;- aidi (3)y-thifr reflectance can be easily estimated or measured. 
Other objects more appropriate for a particular image can, of course, 
*be used., 
The SCS technique was applied to several frames of 
ERTS-A imagery. An example of calibration using terrain shadows 
is given in Part a of Figure 6-36, a print -of Band 6 (IR) ERTS MSS 
image of Antarctica taken 14 February 1973. Some typical shadows 
used for calibration are depicted by arrows on the figure. About 
twelve shadows were used in the calibration, although easily fifty 
shadows could be found and so utilized., The reflectance of the snow 
was established at 70% and used as the standard in this case. 
Figure 6-37 displays the linear fit to sunlight and 
shadow exposures for the Antarctica scene. The parameters beta and 
illumination ratio show that the atmospheric component of radiance 
at the satellite is equivalent to a 7% scene reflector-, and that the ratio 
of sunlight to skylight irradiance is 3. 2. Equivalent atnmospheric flare 
of 7% means that a perfectly black object (zero reflectance) would appear 
to be a 7% -eflector, a true 5% reflector would appear as a 12% reflector, 
etc. 
-[ The snow covered areas in the scene are regions of 
70% reflectance. Even for these bright areas, 10% of the scene radiance is 
due to atmospheric flare. The rocky peaks are -measured from the 
ERTS image to have a 17% reflectance so that over 40% of the apparent 
radiance is due to atmospheric flare. ERTS investigators using the 
multispectral characteristics of scene objects clearly must take great 
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-In order to predict image data system performance 
and evaluate product quality a new technique was developed, implemented 
and demonstrated using the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF). 
The technique has wide potential application, not only in quality control, 
but in system design and performance prediction. 
Quality was defined as the limiting accuracy in estimating 
information from an output product in terms of the Craxner-Rao error 
bound. An Image Data System Simulation (IDSS) software program was 
written to compute this error bound in terms of accepted system element 
performance descriptors. The development and implementation of this 
technique are major results of the study. Insights into quality, control 
requirements for the NDPF are also among the significant results. 
NDPF Quality Control Requirements 
As a result of the application of the IDSS program to


the NDPF requirements for quality control were reviewed. These


requirements are discussed below in terms of OTF monitoring and


photographic processing control 
-7. 1. 1 OTF Monitoring 
The sensitivities of estimation errors to changes in 
spread function widths have been shown to be quite small. Changes 
of fifty percent are possibly tolerable, changes of twenty percent are 
certainly tolerable. Since the increase in spread function width is 
manifested in frequency space as an equal fractional decrease in OTF 
cutoff frequency, rough methods for detecting changes in cutoff fre­
quency are adequate. Resolution targets, accepting the variability 
inherent in the human element, can be used and are recommended 




In addition, an edge gradient spectrum computation pro­
gram has been written (Appendix D) and can be used in diagnosis. 
Edge target signals -can-be-generated electrornically and used as input 
to the EBR. These targets can be measured on an output (3rdgeneration) 
product to define .the quasi-linear region of signal input as demonstrated 
in Section 6. 2. Under nominal conditions the NDPF is lineai over a 
signal range at least from 0. Z tp 0.8 normalized radiance. Measurements 
of these targets on intermediate products will permit the assessment of 
the frequency degradation for each stage. 
If the system is constrained to nominal (Handbook) per­
formance, the edge gradient procedure can also be applied to traces of 
ground. objects to yield the overall system frequency response. When 
the system behaves linearly, 6hanges in the sensor OTF can thus be 
remotely monitor ed. 
Most of the spatial frequency or resolution degradation 
occurs prior to production of the archival copy, i. e. at the spacecraft 
sensors. Improvement in sensor OTF will produce an improvement in 
product quality. With improved sensor performance, the need to monitor 
system OTF will become more significant. 
7.1.2 Photographic Processing Control 
The simulation results showed the estimation errors to 
be highly sensitive to changes in H-D curve 1. Deviations of less than 
100 in r decreased product "quality" by a factor of two. The shape 
of the individual processing element H-D curves must therefore be as 
tightly controlled as is possible. Current quality control procedures 
measure the H-D curves and routinely perform a polynorminal fit to the 
measured data. However, the entire curve is nut observed, rather the 
values of only certain selected points are checked. 
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It is recommended that the complete curve be monitored. 
A graphics output could be attached to the computer which currently 
performs the polynomial fit, or if that is not feasible, a programmable 
desk calculator with graphic output could be substituted for the computer 
in this application. In any event,- the results show that it is essential 
that the entire H-D curve be constrained to remain within tight bounds 
if the loss in quality and departure from linearity is to be avoided. 
It would also be useful to monitor composite f ; that is, 
to plot third generation density against the log of the EBR input signal. 
Measurements could be made on the fifteen step calibration grey scale. 
The composite 3' should, of course, equal minus one, and the shape of 
the curve should be very nearly a straight line over the input signal range. 
Since the input signal that generates the grey scale does not change with 
time, it would only be necessary to measure third generation density. 
Plotting and mathematical processing could easily be accomplished with 
a programmable desk calculator equipped with a plotter attachment. 
7. 2 Potential Radiometric Calibration Procedure 
Output product transmission cannot be related to ground 
reflectan'e correctly unless atmospheric and payload optics contamina­
tion scattering effects can be compensated. The SCS technique described 
in Section 6. 8 could be applied, either by the user, or perhaps at the 
NDPF to obtain relative reflectance values from transmission measure­
ments. A reflectance standard on the ground would be required to relate 
the relative scale thus obtained to absolute values. The precision with 
which this technique can be applied to ERTS imagery has not been fully 
established, and additional empirical work would be required before an 





7. 	 3 Comments on User "Optimality"


The variances g'yen by the .Cramer--Rao bound as appl-ed


to the ERTS NDPF quality control problem characterize the estimation 
error that would be obtained by using an optimal information extraction 
procedure. It 	 is likely that the errors actually obtained by most users 
will not be as small as these. 
The term "optimal" has been used in a strict communica­
tion theoretical sense. That the user's equipment is working properly, 
he uses the calibration grey scale properly, etc. is taken for granted. 
It is implicit that the user has a priori knowledge of the type of object 
he intends to observe and that he has knowledge of the system performance, 
and noise spectrum. Unless his detection technique makes use of this 
knowledge, the estimation errors predicted by the Cramer-Rao bound 
will not be achieved. 
NDPF Nominal Product Quality 
The IDSS program was used to evaluate the nominal 
quality of the NDPF 3rd generation imagery, a primary ERTS product. 
The quality assessment summarized here depends on the absolute accuracy 
of the data base supplied as hypothesis by NASA. Although we cannot 
stipulate the accuracy of that data, we state the product quality deduced for 
completeness. Quality was measured in terms of the limiting errors in 
estimating target apparent radiance, size and location. The percentage 
error in both the metric and radiometric measurements exhibited the 
expected variation with target size showing a rapid increase for widths 
less than iZ0 meters. For widths greater than 120 meters the target size 
measurement errors varied from 2% to 30% and target apparent radiance 
measurement errors from 0. 5% to 3. 5% depending upon target size and 
contrast. The 	 radiometric accuracy due to large scale effects (e.g. EBR 
non-uniformity, printer shading, film sensitivity variations, etc. ) is 
114 
stated to be 5% in the Data Users Handbook. Thus the ability to measure the 
transmittance of the photographic product and knowledge of the transmittance 
to.apparent radiance calibration curve have about.the same magnitude errors. 
For the larger targets the imprecise knowledge of the calibration curve 
could limit the radiometric accuracy if the user employs near "optimum" 
measurement techniques. 
7. 5 Recommendations 
As a result of this study the following recommendations 
are made. 
(1) More complete monitoring of the NDPF film 
processing functions should be developed. 
(2) The use of the shadow-sunlight measurement 
technique for radiometrically calibrating ERTS imagery should be 
studied to establish its utility and accuracy. 
(3) Application of the technique developed under this 
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To provide background information for this study a 
number of surveys were performed at its onset. These included a 
detailed survey of the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF) operations 
to identify the image data flow, radiometric and geometric correction 
procedures, element performance specilfications and quality control 
procedures. A survey of the state-of-the-art in image quality analysis 
and evaluation was made to identify potential measures of product 
quality and element performance descriptors. Finally a review 
of users' requirements for product quality was made. The information 
obtained form these surveys is contained in this appendix and summarized 
in the main body of this report. 
A. I NDPF DESCRIPTION 
The information on NDPF operations was obtained from 
on-site visits, discussions with NASA personnel, NASA furnished 
documentation and the Data Users Handbook. 
A. 1.1 SUBSYSTEM ELEMENTS AND DATA FLOW 
The initial task undertaken was identification of the 
NDPF subsystem elements and data flow. The only information source 
available initially was the NASA ERTS Data User's Handbook. Sub­
sequently, a conference was held at Goddard SFC for the purpose of 
obtaining fundamental information for the study. In addition to the verbal 
information, copies of a number of NASA documents 3 - 2 4 and Bendix Corp. 
25-34 
technical memos were obtained. The information contained in some 
of these documents was not necessarily current. The User's Handbook 
1 
on the other hand is kept up to date; consequently, that documents plus 
verbal information received at the technical conference served as the major 
quantitative information source during the first phase of this study. However, 
some of the data contained in the Handbook is clearly idealized. The data 
were ultimately supplemented by measurements from ERTS data products. 
Note: Superscript numbers refer to the References in Section A.4. 
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This survey was explicitly limited to consideration of the 
NDPF video to photographic output product conversion process. NDPF 
digital output products were excluded. The input to the NDPF is video 
tape recordings of telemetry from the ERTS payload. Payload and 
telemetry link elementa are external to the NDPF. However, characterization 
of the video tape input will be found to enter the analysis of the NDPF per se 
and is given a priori. 
A block diagram of the NDPF data flow is given in 
Figures A-U to A-3. This block diagram served as a basis for system 
modeling. The following comments refer to the circled numbers in 
Figures A-1 to A-3. 
Q)The Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) consists of three 
boresighted RCA vidicon systems in three different spectral bands. 
Radiometric and geometric calibration capability exists in the payload. 
Radiometric Calibration Images (RCI's) consisting of white, 
gray, and black constant field illumination are taken before and after 
each sequence of exposures (10-15 minute period). These images are 
processed in the NDPF as if they were real scenes and consequently yield 
a radiance map that can be fed back into the system for updating the 
radiometric correction. Currently, the NDPF assumes that the camera 
radiometric response is slowly varying, hence the feedback or updating 
is applied to the processing of subsequent ground image sets, not to 
processing of the set corresponding in time to the'particular calibration 
images, 
Geometric correction is provided by analysis of a reseau 
fixed at each of the vidicon faceplates. The reseaus allow correction 
for geometric optical distortion and boresight errors. A record is 
being kept of individual camera relative position and distortion. 
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The RBV telemetry @ is analog with 3.5 mHz bandwidth. 
The signal to noise ratio on the videotape record is 12-13 db (Ref. 2). 
The three channels are exposed simu-ltaneously, but broadcast sequentially. 
The band limit of the RBV videotape record is given in Figure A-4 (Ref. 1, 
p. A-5). 
The Hughes MultispectraL Scanner (MSS) Gj has four 
conjugate linear detector arrays, each in one spectral band. No 
geometric distortion is introduced by the instrument between the 
individual bands (registration), however a mapping error can be 
introduced. Two procedures take place in the payload for the purpose 
of radiometric calibration; a lamp provides a linear intensity wedge, 
and a pinhole image of the sun is passed over the array. The MSS 
telemetry @ is digital with 16 IMl-lz bandwidth. The error rate 
on the videotape is 1/105 (Ref. 2). The band limit of the MSS video­
tape record is given in Figure A-5 (Ref. 1 p. A-13). MSS data is 
D/A converted G in the playback operationr Radiometric corrections 
are applied in the digital domain before conversion. 
The Bulk Image Annotation Tape (BIAT) @ generates 
tick marks, denotes the scene, and provides input for geometric correction 
for payload attitude. Attitude data are provided for nine points north to 
south across each frame. The frame format is divided by a nine by nine 
grid, and attitude correction is linear over each sector (only translation 
and rotation operations line by line within each sector). Attitude correction 
is the only geometric correction applied to MSS data. Attitude correction 
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Figure A-5 MEASURED MSS SYSTEM SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE 
The Electron Beam Recorder Image Correction (EBRIC) 
tape Q , provides input for radiometric and geometric correction of 
RBV imagery. 
Radiometric correction data are derived from the Radiometric 
Calibration Images (RCIs) described in the comments on the RBV. The 
Bulk processed RCts are taken to the Precision Processing Subsystem 
where EBRIC radiometric correction tapes are generated. These EBRIC 
tapes are subsequently applied to new Bulk imagery. 
Geometric correction results from checking the 
reproduced reseaus in Precision. Comparison of the actual reseau 
coordinates with a priori knowledge results in generation of geometric 
correction coefficients for the EBRIC tape. 
The only effect EBRIC tapes have on MSS imagery is 
correction for errors internal to the NDPF. 
The Electron Beam Recorder (EBR) @ produces all 
archival latent images. The film type used is Kodak SO-438 (Ref. 2). 
A fifteen step gray scale is put on each image. 
The first processor & is a Kodak Versamat used only 
for processing archival images. 
The quality control blocks (QC) Q consist of standard 
Kodak chemistry quality control plus the placing of a special target on the 




five equal constant density patches over the format, and a standard Air 
Force bar target in the frame center. The gray scale is read and a 
Hurter-Driffield (H-D) curve fit to the -data points. The density values 
at two exposure levels are plotted and deviation from nominal values 
used as a processing quality criterion. The constant density is read at 
the five format positions to provide uniformity data. The Air Force 
tri-bar target allows determination of on axis resolution. 
The Bulk Enlarger is a modified Miller-Halzwarth 
The Strip Printers © are Kodak Colorado printers. 
The processors @ are Kodak Versamats and the paper 
processor 9 is likewise a standard Kodak device. 
The selective printing process @ is a hand 
operation. Three Mark III printers are employed. 
Registration of color composites is accomplished 
by punching holes in the black and white transparencies and fitting these 
holes on locating pegs in the spectial Bendix Color Composite Printer 
Registration accuracy is one pixel. 
The color processing is done in a Kodak 1811 Versamat 
Ground control points © are provided by film chips cut 




The Viewer/Scanner, Video Processor, and Scanner


Printer 	 are analog devices. The Viewer/Scanner image is 
digitized and the correlation @ and fit takes place in the digital 
domain. The Precision Processing Subsystem generates either 
precision images or EBRIC tapes. No radiometric correction is 
performed on products in precision. The system is expected to meet 
geometric specifications but not radiometric specifications (due to 
the optical transfer functions of the various devices). Accuracy 
within each precision processed frame is two hundred feet with 
respect to ground control points. Absolute ground location accuracy 
is not specified. 
The annotation 	 tapes @3 provide tick marks and annotation 
for Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection. 
Input to precision results from cutting out selected 
-second generation negatives, pasting them to a plastic sbeet, and contact 
printing to produce a third generation positive. 
The photographic processing subsystems have a . 03/5D 
capability (AD 	 = photographic density error) but this precision inhibits 
throughput. Processing to 2= -1 is sought for the system as a whole 
(including the EBR as well). All film (except in the EBR) is Kodak 
SO-467. Chemistry is Kodak 641 or 2420. 






The ERTS Data Users Handbook (Ref. 1)discusses 
system performance including output product geometric and radiometric 
accuracy. Two types of geometric accuracy are quantified; mapping 
accuracy and spatial registration accuracy. The error sources are 
classified into three categories; errors external to the sensor, internal 
sensor errors and processing errors. Table A-I summarizes the 




TABLE A-1 GEOMETRIC ERROR SOURCES 
rms-magnitude (meters)], 







Net-NDPF Input 1536 710 
Bulk Product-Mapping 766 743


Bulk Product-Registration 336 159 
combine to yield the net error in the input signal to the NDPF. During 
the input video-to-film conversion correcticins are applied to reduce 
the resulting error in the bulk image products. These corrections 
are partially negated by degradations introduced by the NDPF. In 
8iddition, the NDPF does not attempt to correct for all of the input error 
sources; specifically external sources including exposure time 
spacecraft ephemeris and altitude errors are not corrected. Figure A-6 
presents schematics of the image correction procedures for both the 
RBV and MSS sensors. The net mapping and registration rms errors 
in the bulk film products after correction are also included in Table A-i. 
RBV radiometric calibration is accomplished through the 
EBRIC tape which contains the EBR beam adjustment information. These 
data are derived from two sources: 1) the pre-flight RBV radiance mapping 
and 2) the on-board erase lamps which produce in-flight Radiometric 
Calibration Images (RCI's). The radiometric error in bulk processed 
RBV imagery is 9% of full scale sensor voltage. The equivalent error 
in radiance varies with level because RBV voltage is not linearly 
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MSS radiometric calibration is accomplished through an 
internal radiance source and sun scans. The in-flight internal calibration 
data are obtained every MSS scan and -it is used to obtain the optimum 
linear relationship between radiance in and voltage out for each detector. 
The internal calibration source was initially measured on the ground. 
Long term drift in the absolute radiance calibration is corrected through 
periodic sun scans. The MSS radiometric error in bulk processed MSS 
imagery is 5% of full scale sensor count or apparent radiance. 
SURVEY OF GENERAL USERS' REQUIREMENTS 
That the image quality characterization resulting from this 
study contain sufficient information for users to determine the adequacy 
of ERTS imagery for individual needs is a necessary condition. Users' 
ability to define "image quality" is not established and completeness 
of an image quality characterization based on users requirements would 
not be expected. But a general understanding, at least, of wliat tasks 
users of ERTS imagery would like to accomplish is certainly required if the 
"quality" which is controlled is to have relevance. 
A literature search was consequently conducted. A 
large variety of journal articles and symposium proceedings were sampled 
to survey aerial and satellite imagery users' activities and needs. (Those 
not referenced in the text are included in the bibliography. ) In many 
instances the user's requirements were stated or implied only in 
general terms. Other cases provided specific, but qualitative, definitions 
of image'quality parameters. Finally, a few authors stated specific, 
quantitative, image quality requirements. 
It should be noted that some of the papers concern 
aerial remote sensing, with its inherent capability for image resolution 
superior to that of ERTS imagery; thus they cannot be directly applied to 
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ERTS data user requirements. They do, however, provide additional 
background on the use of remote sensing in the field discussed. 
The surveyed articles were grouped into broad classes: 
land use studies, vegetation and crop studies, geology and geography, 
oceanography and hydrology, and oil pollution surveys. User requirements 
as deduced from the articles listed in the bibliography will be discussed class 
by class. 
A. 	 2. 1 Land Use Studies 
More articles on land use surveys were available than 
on any of the other topics. In addition, this class of articles contained 
some of the most specific and quantitative statements of user image 
quality requirements. In one article3 5 concerning a study performed to 
determine the effects of various environments on the levels and types 
of information retrieved from orbital-acquired (Gemini and Apollo) 
imagery, the authors employed a technique of placing an artificial grid 
of resolution cells over the image and then counting the number of image 
elements in that cell. They concluded that for land use mapping the 
minimum resolution requirement is that at least 50% of the cells contain 
only one element. In terms of ground resolved distance (GRD) they 
stated: 
Level of interpretation 
General identification of terrain 
GRD 
300 ft. 




study with a similar purpose discussed space 
5 ft. 
photographs 
simulated by artifically reducing the resolution of aerial photographs 




interpretation. The results indicated that simulated ERTS data (GRD of 
250 ft.) contain sufficient information to allow an iiterpreter to discriminate 
among woody vegetation, g.ras-sland and-water bod es. For more detailed 
information such as species identification of the woody vegetation, the 
imagery must have a ground resolved distance of 50 feet'which is beyond 
current ERTS capability. A third study3 7 supports the above results 
with its own conclusion that ERTS is most useful for broad land use mapping 
in regions such as the Great Plains which is dominated by large blocks 
of natural categories. Additional articles in this area discuss high 
resolution aerial imagery or land use classification schemes. 
A. 2.2 Geology and Geography 
Another area for potential ERTS data users is that of 
geology and geography. An example of a remote sensing project where 
both the radiance-and size of a small object is required in given by 
38Vincent and Thomson Silicate concentration in rocks is estimated 
to within 14% using a technique that relies on the SiO 2 concentration 
dependence of the shape of the emissivity spectrum of silicate rocks. 
Radiometric fidelity of Ig in wavelength is required. A resolution. 
cell of less than 100 ft. is preferred, but the authors feel this 
requirement can be reduced through the use of visible and near IR 
39 
sensors. Another paper compares aerial and space-acquired (Gemini IV) 
imagery for use in geological mapping. The authors concluded that the 
space photography identification performance was good, but not equal to 





A. Z. 3 Oceanography and Hydrology 
Stevenson 4 0 gives a list of specific qualitative image 
derired parameters as well as some quantitative estimates of the desired 
precision in these parameters. Cited as of interest to oceanographers 
are: ocean color, sea-surface roughness, sea-surface temperature, slope 
of the ocean surface and of significant waves, atmospheric profiles of 
temperature, moisture and CO and lunar magnitude of tide producing2o 
forces. Estimates of accuracy required in image quality are lOOA in 
2 
wavlength; 10 C in temperatures; spatial resolutions of 10km for islands, 
coasts, and current boundaries, 500km 2 for open oceans, Z5kmn 2 for ocean 
surface patterns, 5m for wave heights, and 100m for surface features 
and required repetition intervals of 24 hrs. near coasts, 5 days in the 
open ocean. 
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Hydrological-data goals as given by Dock were stated 
in broad terms as: study of the hydrological cycle; ice and snow, saline, 
water pollution mapping; and coastal surveys. 
A. 2. 4 Oil Pollution Surveys 
Another field for potential users of ERTS data is oil 
pollution monitoring. Several articles have implications for the 42 
relevance of ERTS data to this field. Wobber suggest satellite coverage 
for use in monitoring open sea slicks, major coastal spills, and highly 
probable spill areas (pipelines, ports). Aerial coverage, however, is 
preferred for its speed and flexibility in covering a sudden oil spill. 
In addition, this and other articles place the useful region of the EM 
spectrum for oil pollution monitoring at visible blue to ultra-violet. 
Thermal infrared can also be useful if ground truth data are available. 
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A. 2. 5 Crops and Vegetation Monitoring 
Crop disease surveys and vegetation mapping are another­
a-r-ea where use of-aerial remote sensing makes it a candidate for an ERTS 
data user, Philpotts 4 3 discuss crop disease patterns revealed by moderate 
scale color IR photos. 
A. 2.6 Summary 
Based on the literature sampled, no definition of "image quality" 
useful in accomplishing the study objectives can be drawn from the users. 
Surely, one might adopt the terms "radiometric fidelity", "geometric 
fidelity", "resolution", but these terms have different meanings to 
different people and are certainly not sufficiently well defined to provide 
a useful basis for quality control criteria. They are general terms 




One can look at the users' tasks just described once 
again however, and ask exactly what sort of measurements is each 
user making. The following seem to span the tasks: 
1. How accurately can a boundary between different 
transmission levels be lodated on a photograph? 
2. How well can the radiance, size and location of 
small objects be measured? 
3. How well can the separation between two objects 
or boundaries on a photograph be measured? 
4. How well does that separation represent the 
separation on the earth? 







6. How is that transmission related to radiance at 
the earth? 
Clearly, any working definition of "image quality" adequate 
for the task at hand must be capable of obtaining quantitative answers to 
such questions and must relate those answers to measurable properties 
of elements of the NDPF. 
A.3 	 SYSTEM ELEMENT PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION AND 
"IMAGE QUA LITY" 
This section is to delineate techniques commonly employed 
to characterize image processing system elemerit performance and to 
predict the quality of the images produced. The purpose is to establish 
some concepts that will subsequently be used and to point out why some 
others are unsatisfactory for the study objective. 
In order to ensure familiarity with the current state of


the art, a literature search covering the period 1968 - date was under­

taken. This section reflects the content of the resulting bibliography.


Four overlapping categories, optical transfer function,








A. 3. 1 Optical Transfer Function 
The optical transfer function has been shown to be a 
useful tool to characterize the performance of many image processing 
devices. Some techniques for its measurement are pointed out in this 
section. 
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The blur introduced by an optical system linear in 
intensity can be characterized by a "point spread function" S CX) defined 
implicitly by the convol2tion:. 
(A-i) 
where: (%) = image brightness, O(%) = object brightness, and 
Ix = position coordinates in plane orthogonal to optical axis. (@ denotes 
convolution). 
Thus: (A -?) 
where: N), , , and -­
denotes a Fourier transform-n. 
i ()jis the optical transfer function (OTF). It is in general a two­
dimensional, complex valued function. I7 (V) I is the modulation 
transfer function (MlTE). It is emphasized that the OTF is not a 
measure of image quality but merely the frequency response function 
of a linear device and consequently a measurable property of the per­
formance of that device. 
Application of the OTF concept to photo-optical systems 
requires linearization of the generally non-linear developneit'process. 
Generally the OTF concept is applied to the object to exposure image 
transfer process. 
Methods of measurement of the OTF of photo-optical 
44-47 
systems are well-documented in the literature. Such measure­
ment obviously requires use of object targets with known Fourier spectra. 




1) Sine Wave Targets - Sine wave targets consist of 
objects whose brightness varies sinusoidally with distance (Figure A-7). 
The targets are photographed, image transmission is measured and 
transmission values are converted to exposure space through the Hurter-
Driffield (H-D) curve. The ratio of the exposure contrast to the target 
contrast is the value of the MTF at the target spatial frequency. The 
phase component of the OTF cannot be measured unless a method of 
measuring the displacement of the image sine wave peaks from the optic 
axis (or other convenient datum) is provided. 
T 
TARGET TARGET CONTRAST 
VI 
rU'J = IMAGE CONTRAST 
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Figure A-7 SINE WAVE TARGETS 
2) Square Wave Targets - Square wave targets consist 
of objects whose brightness consists of a periodic discontinuous variation 
between brightness levels (Figure A-8a) . When the widths of the two 
levels are the same, the targets can be used in the same manner as 
sine waves. The "square wave modulation" obtained is not the OTF. 
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Figure A-8 SQUARE WAVE TARGETS 
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where MO is the target contrast and Sy9) is the image square wave 
contrast. 
Another use of square wave targets results from observing 
that a target consisting of a finite number of square bars of arbitrary 
width and spacing can be represented by an infinite periodic array of 
Dirac 8 functions convolved with a square pulse equal to the bar 
width and multiplied by a square pulse equal to the target width (Figure 
A-8b). The target spectrum is consequently given by an infinite periodic 
array of 6 functions convolved with the Sinc ( kffV ) function corres­
ponding to the target width and multiplied by the Sinc function corres­
ponding to the bar width. The photographic image can be scanned 
with a microdensitometer, converted through the H-D curve to exposure 
space and Fourier transformed. The ratio of the calculated exposure 
image spectrum to the known target spectrum is the OTF. 
3) Edge Targets - Knife edge targets consist of a step 
function in object brightness (Figure A-9). Since the derivative of a 
step function is a 5 function, the spectrum of the target gradient is a 
constant. Consequently, the OTF is given by the Fourier transform 
of the derivative of the exposure image of an edge obtained by 
scanning the photograph with a microdensitometer and using the 
H-D curve for conversion to exposure space. Edge targets have found 
wide acceptance because they are easy to produce, analysis. is straight­
forward, and they have the additional attractive property of often being 
found in natural aerial photographic scenery. 
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Figure A-9 EDGE TARGETS 
The accuracy of OTF measurement in photo-optical 
systems is related to system photographic (grain) noise. Four inde­
pendent studies of the relationship of noise to OTF accuracy are refer­
enced. 44, 49-51 All concern delination of proper filtering techniques 
to minimize the uncertainty introduced by grain noise. The work of 
Kinzly and Mazurowski 4 4 deserves special mention 'since, in addition 
49 
to application of the technique suggested by Blackman , it develops 
a promising adaptive filtering technique. All four references have 
primary application to edge gradient techniques. In consideration of 
optimum methods for reducing error due to noisy data, the obvious 
should not be overlooked: since the measurement techniques are one­
dimensional, noise in the data can be reduced by increasing the length 
of target and scanning (slit) aperture in the direction orthogonal to the 
scan. 
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Two image quality assessment parameters based on 
the OTF are the Strehl definition and Shade's equivalent passband. 
The Strehl definition is the ratio of the volume enclosed by the measured 
MTF to the volume enclosed by the diffraction limited MTF. Shade's 
equivalent passband is the volume enclosed by ITO jZ. Roetling,52 
et al. have shown that Shade's equivalent passband is equivalent to 
acutance (mean square edge density gradient) and is consequently use­
ful as an expression of detail rendition as perceived by a human observer. 
A. 3.2 Resolution 
Resolution is the ability to distinguish between two adjacent 
objects in an image. A number of resolution criteria are in use. 
Rayleigh's criterion is that the diffraction limited images 
of two points are just resolved if the central maximum of one lies on 
the first minimum of the Airy disc of the other. Thus, Rayleigh's 
criterion can be expressed: 




NA = numerical aperture 
A perceptible dip exists between point images separated by Rayleigh's 
criterion. The dip disappears at 
o.5X (A -5)NA 
which is Sparrow's criterion. 
Both the Rayleigh and Sparrow criteria are clearly 
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A number of resolution criteria are simply defined by 
an observer's ability to distinguish the existence of a particular t arget. 
Such criteria dependiaot onl-y-on the properties of the image but on the 
properties of the detection process as well. The moit common is the 
standard Air Force Tri-Bar target. One can obtain a "modulation 
detectability curve" by having a number of subjects observe tribars 
of varying spacing and contrast and plotting the statistical detection 
threshold contrasts versus spatial frequency. "Resolution" can then 
be defined as the intersection of an MTF and a modulation detectability 
experience produce uncertaintycurve. Uncontrolled variables and 
of "imagein this measure of resolution. One summary measure 
enclosed between the modulationquality" that is in use is the area 
detectability curve and the MTF. 
The term "resolution" is sometimes applied to the ability 
of an optical system to "resolve" a specified object. This definition is 
similar to the preceding one but requires recognition as well as detection. 
The concept "resolution" can be more precisely 
expressed as estimation error as a function of object properties 
and imaging system performance. In this case we eliminate the 
subjective detection process in order to obtain increased predictive 
validity. 
A. 3. 3 Noise 
In photo-optical systems, the major noise source is the


granularity of the emulsion and is expressed in the granularity constant,












In actuality the emulsion records the continuous exposure distribution 
as a discrete, thin but nevertheless three-dimensional, distribution 
of silver particles. The photographic macro-image is a continuous 
intensity distribution which results from multiple scattering of 
photons traversing the developed emulsion. If-the photographic image 
is observed over a very small area very close to the emulsion surface, 
it is not clear how the observed intensity is related to the intensity 
distribution which exposed the emulsion; in other words, the micro­
image is not yet adequately understood. 
The approach'usually followed is to model a micro-image 
scan as a continuous signal to which white gaussian noise has been added. 
Although a model postulating a photographic micro-image to be the 
result of a continuous signal having modulated a white noise "carrier" 
might be somewhat closer to the actual physics, the standard signal 
plus noise model is adopted for this study. It is emphasized that this 
approach is taken not in support of the standard model but simply 
because to establish a better model exceeds the study scope. 
For the electronic image processing system elements, 
an additive white gaussian noise model is theoretically as well as 
pragmatically acceptable. 
A. 3. Subjective Image Quality 
Efforts have been made in a number of studies 50, 53-56 
to define subjective assessment of image quality in a quantitative manner. 
Such techniques by definition include human variables which are not 
well defined. It is not surprising that a universal subjective measure 
has not been accepted although correlation of subject response with 
measurable parameters within the limits of specific photographic 
product uses has been shown. 
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Subjective image quality efforts are directed to 
achieving a causal relationship between measurable system element 
perfQrrance-pro-perties: frequency response (OTF), signal-to-noise 
ratio, and the ability of the user to make subjective judgments (usually 
in the form of detection/recognition decisions) on the output product. 
The motivation of such efforts is corisistent with the objective of this 
study. However, the estimation error is the result not only of an 
estimation error introduced by the image processing system but also 
of an error introduced by that subject's own detection process. There 
is no way to separate the two unless an independent value for either can 
be obtained. 
To determine quality control procedures for the NDPF 
requires determination of the estimation error due to the system 
itself. Thus, subjective image quality measures are useless unless 
a valid model of the human subject "receiver" properties and a 
statement of its optimality were to be available. As this model is not 
established, subjective techniques necessarily lack the predictive 
validity required for this study's purposes. 
It should be recalled that some of the performance 
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42 VCostlui - C0513.14193-.fE1/.,01 ORIGINAL PAGE IS-
M643 5 VSINIIJhSINI3.I14593 *FlT/iNOi OF POOR QUAITY 
644 DO 10 N L.NFLJN 
645 SUN- 0.0 
*1
46 filN -1OR'PII 
 
647 1 tlqO3INILJ 
648 DO a u-l.taItI 
049 NNi'/UA l-t1I 
650 116. rq.i/I2.1Lf'frl.M 
C51 L - IASINNl-2sIl -fIl 
652 KR , z "L/NI[Afikl 
653 SN - ISICJi I.NNJ 
654 C0 10 151.S.5.SICN 
65 51S SSIIA h VCUSIL-II 4iInI 3* SN *YSIIII L4I 
656 Go To 8 
657 52 L * NIRRIVI-L 
658 SL UITl- thWYflSL|*iNfi* 5N kVSIIL-Il 
659 o0 10 0 
60 53 L = L - W-ARM 
661 SL 51111-AlNHi=VC5ILI i-BiISl SN *VSINILtIj 
6132 co 10 a


603 54 L 2AIHRII -L 
















10/04/73 TIBLE OF CONItIOS AiD) REFEREULES AUTOFLOI CHfRRI SET - (PILSP;Itr PMdE 
CCRIOI ID P.AOE/OLX NAME REFEREUCES ISOURCE SEOIJEIICE 110. AltO PrCF/BOz 
FORIRAN i0ULE 
CIHRURItTLE - IIIO1oICIO* COImlI&Il1 
CHIR itILE -PROGOURES 
-000G31 3.01 201 (000253) 0.26 
1000.254 3.11 200 (0000061 3.05 
10000711 3.15 2L (000070) 3.14 
(000073) .17 22 (000070) 3.14 
000075,)3.19 23 (000070) 3.14 
10000761 3.2! 24 (000072j 3.16 100007l 3.18 
i00000o8) 4.O 0000D 4.IS 
t10010911 4.1s 13 
(000194) 4. 1 00009.) 4. '? 
1000095; 4.21 (000094J 4.19 
I0009G) 4.23 (000095] 4.21 
to0009)?, 4.24 14 
10000971 4.24 (000037J 4.26 
l000013 4,2 C0001021 4.34 
1000102) ­ 4.34 15 
I10010G 4.39 [0002231 8.26' 
lOomIli 5.05 (0002402 6.03 
IOOII61 5.10 50 
10001161 5.10 (OO011] 5.11 
I000119 5.14 51 
1000119 5.14 [0001131 5.15 
1000122; 5.20 103 LOOOIliJ 5.05 
1000134 5.35 LOS LO001233 5.21 
U100QI39) 0.02 107 £000135] 5.38 
[0W1401 G,03 20 
(0001431 6.06 (000142; 6.04 
(000h-41 S.07 1000222 8.2s 
10001471 6.10 (000221' 8.24 
tlO150) 6.1.3 (0002,0] 0.23 
1000153; 8.16­ (0002191 8.22 
10)0154) 6.17 10 (00J45] G 08 10001461 .1 1001511 6,14 
10001561 G.19 IL 
t10015W 6,19 (0001561 6.210 
i001ISS G.S tO00157) 6.21 
000I621 6.26 (E00i96] 6.0; 
hG01631 6.27 1 (o00ls C.26 
1009167) 7.0! 3 (00i2 ] 0.26 
0I00171 7:03 8 t0001621 6.26 
1000175; 7.05 7 (000162) 6.26 
1000177 7.07 6 E000158) 6.23 I000L621 6.26 l000IG0; 6.28 10001701 7.02 I0001741 7.04 
100018 ) 7.11 L000183) 7.14 
MO00193) 7.12 67 
10001831 7.12 [000183I 7.13 
tO001851 7.6 60 (000192] 7.22 
000181 7.18 64 E000180 7.09 
10001941 7.24 66 
t000194) 7,24 (0001941 7.25 
10001961 8.01 5 E0001901 7.20 
WOO207; 8.07 (0002091 8.11 
-174 
10.04/73 REFERENCES pUlOrLO1i CI1RI SET - CqLSfPII PACE 2IneLo OF ClIlEIIS 11140) 
CARD I0 PfGE.'Dox NRAE PEFEREICES I(SURCE SEQUENE NO. rn10c. UNI I 
I00208= 8.03 L0032093 8.10 
1000209) 8.09 40 
OOO2l4i 8.15 (00LG) 8.17 
1O00O2I6 8.10 4L 
1000219) 8.22 4 (000191) 7.21 to00951 7.23 000202 8.04 
1000220) 8.23 .3 
t0O07-1) 0 .4 2: 
10o002 21 8,25 I 
00223' 0,20 99 
CHQRI iTILE - NN-PROCEDURAL SIPIEIIENIS 
ChRRI ltILE - SUBROUI IlE GEN 
1O0025$; 10.01 CEll (000179J ?1.08-X 
I000270! 10.02 301 W0009] 10.01 
10002711 10.04 (000 73 10.05 
1000273) 10.05 306 
10002751 10.06 302 (000269J 10.01 
1000279s 10.09 BLZ 
t000279$ 10.09 t000279) 10.10 
t000284i 10.12 ;03 (0002c9: 10.01 
t1002871 10.15 (0002W3) 10.1(6 
1000260) 10110 $05 
tO100291 10.19 (000292) 10.20 
to00292] 10.20 308 
t00294J 10.21 304 [0002M01 10.01 
10002991 10.24 (0000, 10.25 
000300) 10.25 309 
10003041 10.28 tO00305) 10.. 
100030si 10.29 31 0 
100506; 10,30 500Z 0274) 10.05 - 10002o31 1.il 10002931 10.20 
CRRI ITLE - NON-?ROCEFURFL SIRIElIEII15 
CiRI 1 VILC - SUBROUIl TlE MY51EI-Ei@UN,,) 
1000310) 12.01 SYSII (003189) 7.'19-X 
1003191 12.0 io (000315) 14.01 -A 
tCOCa213 12.07 (00033A73 12.24 UA~ 
10003261 L'.13 104 (000322 12.0 t0rJO3241 12.11 
1000326: 12.13 106 (000327) 12. 14 0-303291 12.11 
1000336) 12.23 108 (000332) 12.19 l0033.1l 12.21 
1000337s 12.24 101 
10003401 " 12.29 000338) 12.25 
CHRRI 1 IILE - NON-PROCEDURAL STRIEIIE1IS 
CfRRI TITLE - SUBROUTINE CO 
10003431 14.01 CON (000323 12.09-X 
10003511 14-.03 t0003501 14.12 
10003531 14.05 (000356) 14.11 
10003551 14.00 (0003541 14.0G 
1000356$ 14.10 70G 
10003561 14.10 (000355) 14.08 
175 
10/04/7s WIEL.E OF CONIENT1S riNDREFEFCICES A'IOPLON CHART SET - COLSPAN PACE 3 
CARO ID PAr,rJD0X NW REFERENCES ISOURCE SUOIEICE 14O.AM$ PAGE/BOX; 
COOs356 14.14 -o 
100,13581 14,14 (0003581 14.15 
CIART MitLE - NON-PROCEDURAL SIIEIIEIlS 
CARIILE - SUBRUIT INE YLEV 
10003821 10.01 YLEV (00032 1 -1-2; 15-X 
10003731 16.03 (OOMflIJ .16.14 
10003751 16.0c (000374. 16.04 
10003781 16.08 (0003751 16.06 
1000377) G.09 Q02 (000379] 1G. W0 
U00380116.11 901 (0003771 16,09 
10003 4) 16.13 90') 
CtRT lIlLE - NON-FROCEDUh'RL SIATEIIENI5 
CHRRI ItILE - SUBROUIINE WIISE 
1O00S921 "18.01 Yt1JOISE (000331 i2.0-X 
10003941 18.03 t000351] 16.04 
i0003Si 18.04 COI 
CHRRI TITLE - NON-PROCEUURPL $TRIEIIE14I5 
CHRRI lUILE - StBRCUIlNE DIF 
IO00oJS 20.0! .P(o00019e)8.o2-X 
t000404) 20.02 (000408) 20.06 
000406) 20.04 L000407) 20.05 
10004071 20.05 02 
l0004081 20,08 201 
CIIRRI iILE - N014-PfR CEDURfiL 5TAIEEN15 
ChAR1 TlLE - SIUBROLI1 IN IN? 
10004131 2Z.01 lNT (000201; 0.03-X 
1000423; 2.03 (00043,) 22. 17 
1000424 22.04 (0004371 22.1B 
100424 22.06 (0004293' 22.07 
10041291 22.07 403 
10004371 22.16 402 (0004321 22.09 
10004381 2Z.17 401 
CIIRRI TITLE - NON-PROCEDUIRI SIRIEIEilS 
CHART TIlLE - SIBROU1 IIE FtPPPIISJ 
10004441 2.01 FNLPPP L0003171 12.03-X 10003251 12.1 2-X 10003501 12.17-A (0003351 12.22-A 
"000451) 24.02 5 (000459) 24.12 
1000455; 24.08 (0004571 24.09 
1000457I 2.0s 6 
l0004S) 24.11 10 (0004501 24.01 
H0004641 24.10 (000405) 24.18 
t0004651 24.17 15 
176 
10/04173 IP9LE IP CONTENTS ANO P FEWECES RUIOrLO[I C1fIPI SET - CPLSPAIN Pt& 4 
CARD ID PAGE/801 IAlE REFERERCES ISOUCE SCOUEICE NO. AND I'AE/00I 
CI1PR1 IiLE - MON-PROCEDURAL S1RICIIENIS 
HMfI 1 ILE - 5"8 R0'J1 UE POSPEC 
t(034711 20.01 POSPEC C000194] 7.24-X


to1004651 6.0 5 (000479) 6.OI






1004g41 2M.13 (0004033 26. 19








10304993 2C.18 30 












t000518] 27.01 (0005171 26.32


-1O00si91 27.02 SLO 
t10191 27.02 (o0OS1g 27.03 
[0005 7] 27.13 St 
10009227, 27.13 L000527) . 14 
1000532) a7.39 52 
100053I] 27,1S (0005,) 7.20 
CHARIl1lLE - NON-PROCEDURPAL S1RIlEIEiS 
CHllRRI [1LE - 5UBROUtI [NE FOURIRIe,NORM H.OX. IRU. PHI. DELUI]. Nh-F.I.10PI I 
1000545$ Z9.01 FOLIR R (000507 26.25-X


1000551] Z9.03 8 (000548) 29.01











OOOS51 29.11 10050-51 29.12 
ioo0s0$9 29.1s71 2. 1 ORIGINAL PAGE IS


10005701 29.1~OF pooR QUA u~y
3OFP 




t0305771 Z9.22 (000%S5i 30.02


10005&11 73.24 31 (000580' 29.23


000584! 9.25 32 (000501 .23






1000-921 30.01 34 (000560] 29.23











1O00OI11 30.07 M00001t 30.Oa








100013131 30.15 80 (000604) 30.10








10006101 30.20 61 (000G071 30.13


10000111 30.21 1 (000009) 0.14


CHARTI iLE - N'N-PROCEIUR IL SIREIEWI/il$ 
177 
10/04173 UPOFBLE MINDPEFEI(EI1CES ALIIOFI (l CIqRI lET - CALSPPJ4 PAGCONIENTS 
CARD Ia PACE/BOX NfIIE 
CIIRI 1 ILE - SUBROUTINE FOIINVI1I. FHI 
10000191 32.01 FORINV (000]529 
1OO0201 32.04 (000027) 
100015 71 52.05 1 
IL00G301 - 32.09 (000631 
lOMl3Ii 32.10 4 
1000 33J 32.12 41 (000624J 
10006343 32.13 [000035) 
1000")3 32,14 42 
I0OOISSG 32.1N 43 (0000321) 
10LI0411 32.18 (000643) 
1000643) 32.19 5 
10006451 3 .22 [0006G) 
1000G49 2.24 (O006GS) 
1000155) 32.27 5. (000654) 
1000G571 33.01 52 [000654) 
IcOOGGO) 3.,02 53 =06C0543 
1000M( $.0 54 (000654) 
[O00651 35.04 0 [000650) 
1000136oj 3D.05 1O 
CHPRI ItILE - N0N-PROCEJRPL SIIERENIS 
ECE fig. PAC/BO,)REFEPENCES ISCUCE SEOQ AND 






























'0/04/73 InrILE OF Diiclosiics AI10IH 0!ICHIl] ST - CrLSPfii PfE 
LOGli ION DIADM IOC 
CP R ID Pqrj/00x 
1000541 3.11 ,Jt;,EFIl:CO - 'LUPLOT' XIElZJPL PrEREUCE 
t0000791 3.25 UJIDEFI!IED - R1iORG' E41ERIqL RFFEREIICE 
10002101 8.12 UNDCFCD - "11iV EXIERr(AL REFCREIICE 
tOO04521 24.03 UNDEFINED - TLOV EX1ERL RFERFh4CE 
10004561 24.07 UNDEFINED - 'IRID'E;IEFrNPL RlEFCEfCC 
10004571 4.08 LNtEFII E - '1CRID EXUfRIIqL REPEPEIUCE 
10004G6I 24.14 UI4PEPINED - PLOA ' EXIEPHAL REFEPENCE 
000I461) 24.19 UTJDEFTIIED - "LIIM4 EXIERNRL REFTNfICE 
1000467) -4.21 UNDEFINED - 'PLI" EXTERAIL REFEREICE 
tO0482 26.04 UNDEFIIEO - *CLERR' EXIERINL CFEPEIICE 




10/04/73 AIJIOFLOt CIDRT SET - CALSPAII PArE 01 
(hARITITLE - INIROD'JCIORY COIINENIS 
115 PROC RAII: SI HqE$--ItACEPWOEESSI;SYSEIIS FOR HE PURPOSE OF 
CRLCULRi ON OF VRRIVNICES IN PARVCTER E51 [im IC-4 Frofi IIEASUroEIIEtIS 
WIDE ON OUTPUT PROUUCIS AS A Ftl1etOt OF SJU3SYSIlI ELEMENT 
PERFORtIPCE. AIhySYSIEI liHiCH CAN BE REPRESERIED BY AN rRBITRnR 
SEQUENCE OF LINEA'R-ELttEIl$.!;OtItt R GRlN,1ID qODIIiVE fIOISE CPN 
BE SIUILRItA . lINPUT lRRGES GEICRATED tfliE THE FORPt: Y tF.qt(I 
1WHERETHE Pll ARE 1ARCE FPnn!EIERS AND XDISTAfICE ICURREPILY 
l.LE.4I. ]HE CRAVER-RAO BOUNDS (ON1THE VARIANCES OF TIlE Rill 
E$1IIRIES QPE CALCULAlED. 
"HE PROGRA14 OPERATES IN ONE OF THREE #ODES 
l4fE-I TIlPL IES CRLCULRI IO OF VARIANCES 
I1fD.-2 WPLIE5 CUCULFIIION OF NOISE SPEC1RRL DEIITY AINDPRE-HH 
FILlER SPRERD FUtICITN 
IODE=3 EIIFLIES TARGET 15 PLOtTED AF1ER EACH S'Y5lEf ELEEIIIEI 
UI¢tTSt THE UlTS OF tHECALCUPLATEG VRRINCPES- THE UNITS OF ITE 
RESPECIEVE All) SQJUAPED 
DEFINIT IONS 
NPUNIH.IFX.O YIELDS OUIPUl TARGET PUNCHED ON CARDS 
IIONTEtIYJIIOER OF RUPE-2:TOtj5 FOR tOESE POlIER SECIRUrl rCUL81h-
IINPOzFIIIE NOISE POWER SPECTRRL DENSITY 
ThEFG=RlNDL iI IUDER GENEfilOR SEED 
llR4NJWSER (IF A'S OF INPUT IARGEl 
DIFA -ECIlIAL FRACTIOAL CHAlICE IN EACH A FOR PArRIIAL DIFPEREMIAL 
CON IATIOU 
I'F ANY itl REMEPtSluIS POSITIO,. MEN11DIFR MST BE CHO Ee SIUCHIMA 
DIF-IqtI/DELIX IWECER 
NIl) -tNJTIEROF ViLUES OF AIt) 
I IN VALU OF fLi I I4CRAERSEIsINCRENEtUT 
AtI IIll IPL VILUE OF Al1 
CHM5E A131 A t1EQJL 10 INIECCR HLLI IPLES OF IDELIY 
NXtzNJHBER OF POINTS INi TARGET CEIERAlED ICUPREIlLY tV.LE.2001 
VELTUtSIA tCE BETIEEN POIhTS iN. DIRECIEOU 
IlfLOCK.INUtVOER OF SYZIEN4 0102'S -- OlIE SYSIET BLOCK.-LItlER ELEIENI. 
NONtINERR ELEf;EtJl, RDITIVE NOISE tCtRREtIILY NLOCIC.LE.201 
OPt{,Jl-O LIIFLIC$ 5Y51l ELEIEWRT TYPE J YPRSED IN {'TH 
ST31EII BLOCK 
Jtj REFERIS TO L IIIERR ELciiri


J= REFERS TO l1lL thLMER ELEtIEnT


J-3 REFERS TO AUDTIVE NOISE


NRUI IdBER OF SYSIEII BLOCK PEFOR-IMIICE CO{IF|CURMTIONS 




PISE 02AUT1OrLOII CIIQRT SET - CALSPI10/04/73 
CHlI TIILE - INIRMOOtIORY C0MLE1115 
CHMIGE 1IH hOhILTIIhERI FOR T'IH BLOCKILEVIISL1. I[-O tIIPL IES fig 
Irt3E FOR I'MIBLOCKINOISIIRLIIL It0 IIIPLtr 110 CMIWCE III 
NStlUIBER OF POtINTS IN SFC1I 
SFCNtSrPEnO EICItOl OF PARICIJLAR SYSIEM BLOCK 
SEI '1HE NUlIBER OF POIIiTS INSEflCH S CHtlLX 
IHE X INCIREIVEtJ1 OF SFCtI IIOST ALSO EOUAL PELiX 
INs H-D CURVE FOR BLOCK 1NDItjNUOEDER-OF PONlFIS 
BLOCr IfIhNI.oJJ%-l PUI DEIi IIY VALU[5 FOR H-I CURVE OF 
VALUES FOR DINII.JIUOUTII.JI-OU1PUT DEDSITY 









-- -- -- - -- --
--- 
---
- -- - -
10/04/73 
 AUIiOLOW CHART SET - CALSPred PrE 03 
CI-RI TITILE - PROCEDURES 
/ 201 I / 22 / / f2 / 
I I . I06.6 ---It1 0 .J4 ---11 03. 14 ---BOINO0 
 I 7 I 
CO1IMUE*EV *------------ / I4RTE 10 - . O --­* 

- - -IIArT
I 'wt FOLC / / "v[ ;trn I


I / 201$ / 201G I 
I Fgal TIlELIST / / FPRjIIE LIST / 
-
I NRITE 11 BvEY 
/ 1 Sto,/ Vl FORIA? /P

,01,$ / LHnDE4 4-* * 4-* 4.US1 - OE *. * Lt3n ­
-- - -3.1---- I 
 
1I 24 I -IrJE 2! 
AIII CONTROL INDICES • .1- *11f 
I, ... 24 
1 22 
/ READ P1901 VEYI S / --------- /­t


/ AO01 / Vill FMPTI T.1E 6 TO DE? I/ 
/ITO HE LIST / 








*kA. * * * 
,t*** 
 2
* LIST a ODE --- -­
- I 20 I /-REAP flQI EEV / 
I? I. / VAnrnWPnI I 
* OS II II II EFPLOT IH P SOlO1 /I 11110Tit-L I 
* * I I I ISi 
+ 4 YES I-* - - - - -END OF ImTA? ------ I ,0E 24 
" * I12 







I RETURN 10 SYSTEM ------------------ ­
(I h 
I 06 - I IIfECI } 












 I NOTE L3 / PEAD FPCII FE" I 
I NOTE 07 viOf 7 /q 
 





I I CoMPtllEO cO 10 1 
 I NolE 7 
1 O3 1, 1 FOR 11ODE 1 
---------------- I * ------------------­ + LIST - IA, DIF .
IENDAFROM BEV / I I a! 13. I P*trrIfrY r*, 
/ VI FOR AT / I 23 3.19 I
oo / --------------

/ INTO TIHE 20LIST / 
---------- * 
.... -- --
 1itI . - OURA t 
I I *--------------------4NOTE 09 IFOUI$IDTHE RIACIIE ­
-S LtS1 -HN01 *-I 2! I IS .rrTfJ
r---*-------- 1~~ 01NA 2,-c* * * n( 
2 1 % 
I I /IRIE TO EV / RQu II 1/ / 0" "" / - VI o~l"rl /1 10 VIA FO/IA -/ 




 INT1OTHE LIST /
/ RRO I I /. FROM. THE I.1ST / -----­
/ /VIAlollFORAIT // I


I INTO lIE'LIST I - I NOTE [6 I 
 /
 






10/04/73 A l.0rLOI CHQFlISET - CALSPRII PACE 04 
CHRT TILE - PROCEDURES 
03. 29-- -. ,.--4.- -. ----. -..


SiOTE 0i I 2 1I I


L- WM. DIELtik k / IRIIE TO DEC / * * 	 / PEAD FPO'IIST 	 He/ I 
I VIA FORFIRT I * t- FALSE I / VIA Fv.pqA1 /
I -V/ 2017 /Itif G6E.4, ... I / lrJ& ­
1 02 / FROII TE LIST/ - *-	 I I to 1IEIHJ L 1 
--- - - - - - I -- -- - -- -- -	 I* I - - - - - - - ­/ IPIE"O "JEV / HI 	 I */ *+ I/ 3 /t] I I 	 . I 
/ VIA FRMIAtI / I 	 NOTE [3 1 IRUE I IdE1 
/ 2000 	 4 * * *-A ** I I I * + 
/FROII WE .15"7 t LTTA II t, * 	 I IL ll r 
-------- ---.- I--1 -I. I * I[LEVI ,J,.J t * 
I I 	 - I I-+ -...--.k p - + .,-> 
I NOTE 03 t 	 I 22 1 
-,-L ST - * . 14 
 *-- * I I* ......---­
- LST. tl DIFAI * ------------------- I I U4 Ni14I41 1 1 .* 	 1 32 
DEL], 	 * I I D IE. I I * .Ait. I I 
------------------k 	 I I IPEAD r~'(VEV/
I I 	 I '------------- 1 I 5 
II I I NOIE 3 l YEA P.I'Cd 
I 04 a I ****--Akk * I / 1206 /
•1.3 1[5 	 * SGEIII Do tc.o * I 1 10O IHE LIst // IIIOD10IEV /I . A I *14I[ =I.TiL:Y I -........ 
I UO1~/----
 I3*------*k* 	 * 
/ VIAFoRrIA / I N*40 I I I

, /( -- EN00 Do * I . . . . I.I hOTE
 33ITG G 	 "	/FROI iHE LIS1 / I * LOOP'' *" 	 14 24 - -. 
-- - - - - - - I I *---- ---- ---- Lit 
I I * *I /READRG MYV I I IIINoEi! .J).Jj
I / / 1 1 f, Iji'O r.I * 
1 NOatE as I I iYES I VIA FRgRjiT / I, k 
* " * *"*, I I I 	 1 1004 / I 
* LTST - IPFFO *-	 / INTO HE LIST / 
**$+*** 	 I -----------------------
S" i 15 ,- 34II III I 4 
I (33 1 1 1 [0 1 1 NOTE 25 1 Y r 
I- 6---- I I * ------------------- k I *+-* ** * * 	 I I 	 +-* h/IU UFRONUEV I I I -IiI) I I LISTE- i I I 4E41DC OI 	 
1 5 / 1 *----------------------4 I * tOPITJi.J 1.31 1 I1 .* LOOP' k I 
/V IA I ,41 / I I I I* - * * I 
1 1004 / II I + ­
/IlO1FELSi/ I I .... 
1.7 1 I1iES 4 . 
I I * *I * 213I-I I * ,* I - * I 	 I . . 
I LOTE 07 I * , FALSE * * I


***4*4 - +-+ + * i 	 * ME I I
NAE2 	 10 I 
* LISI tN LOM. * .Io 	 I * E OrP i ------ I IS NRUIJ * I I+ 	 * LOOP' * - I 
I * 	 * r I C 
08IIII IYES 
I I I-I---I I ----------------- V 
/ I I I I I I 
I - O 	 I I [,L "lI/.4- 4&­
/tiiIl TO"EV /t I


/ 3 III I I


I V 20OR I L8 1.. 	 . ..---------------­
---- I 12 *!-- I *, * *-.-k * * k k,* p I / C 
I "I " 	 ----------- * C no oP *, / VIA o *MI /-------	 acm
II * IS I RUIIRt * / I,'. 
I NOTE 09 1 1 I-------------------I * * *# - * -- **'* - / 1111 IN" LIST I 
- ", * " + * *I I 	 I I ---------------­
* BECIN DOLOOP - I * [9 041.4---1 	 I 
* 	 I I - tj l * 1 "I*I* 	 I 28 ­
- IA + V 'I 1 1 lE 37 
VI I * *FLSE I REMIIFRIOM EV/ I -l -* 
I<-----------	 I lqC.3 --------------------	 5 	* 1C~ I 	 LI 16~ 
I / * * / vnvr / I tr rrP 
I * *1 10063 1KRA9*1,'V/ I INTO IlE LIST I 	 I1 5 / 1* .. . .. . .. . .I, ,-Id f.l 
I VIA FORIAT I i IIRIUE " 
/ I10 1 / I1 " CM-OII W-LOtY -P 
/ INTOAHE £ / - I NOTE 29 I * 9 iUlN I. ItZLII * 
1-------- * * * I * A-?Ir ***k-**	 ?
I - LIST * I I

I I ICNCI1Il,.I, Jt I 0I .26---' I
 
I NOlE It I 1 20 *NO * . 1 3 
****I *-------------A k k * **y* I --------
A- LIST U1ll, * 1 I N3 1413I I I . I WFiIlE T)113V / 
- 1 I 	 / ;ci /It. ...A t i..












-- -- - - - - -
-------------------
-- --
j0/04/73 AU1QFLUIl CHAR] SET - CAISPAN PACE 05 
C lTl TI1LE - PROCE UJE5 
4.- --- -- -- - --­ ---- - ---
I I1i 1 31 ­
.e LIST --lRI ,I-LIS I 4. *RI 4. LI - I - -* *- 2 ..- . I IIIE ToET)EEV I* 
I *" O * RUE I V A p i 
.... r -t ElOl UP 60 *-. ft [LEVIIRLI.flI * . I 2020 / 
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Notes on data in this Appendix: 
(1) 	 Progression of target through system is down consecutive 
columns, the input target signal being shown as the upper 
left-hand corner plot. 
(2) 	 All ordinates are calibrated from 0 to 1 arbitrary full 
scale radiance unit, R 
m 
(3) 	 All abscissas are calibrated in units of length, the size/ 
division being given before each set of data. 
(4) 	 The plots show the effect of each ERTS image processing 
system element (excluding noise) in the MSS nominal 
configuration defined in Section 7. 1. 
The plots on pages'Z14 through 233 are for three parameter edge 
targets. Record length is 100. micrometers and abscissa calibration is 
10. 	 micrometer/box. 
The plots on pages 234 through 278 are for the four parameter 
square pulse target. Record length is 150. micrometers and abscissa 
calibration is 15. micrometers/box. Note that the record length is a bit 
short to see the entire blur of the widest (105.mm) target. 
The plots on pages Z79 through 283 are for the two parameter 
pseudo delta function or "resolution" target. Record length is 150. micro­
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APPENDIX D 
EDGE GRADLANT SPECTRUM PROGRAM 
284­

The Fortran computer program EGA determines the 
tine spread and transfer function of an optical system using a digital 
representation (in density, transmission or exposure) of an edge. An 
edge is taken to be two adjacent regions each of constant density. 
The program works in exposure space; thus, if the input 
edge array is in transmission or density space the program first con­
verts the array to exposure space, and the H-D curve must also be 
The next major portion of the program is the input arrayinputted. 
smoothing. This step is optional and the effective frequency cutoff of 
the smoothing is controlled by an input constant. The smoothing is 
performed by convolving a triangle with the input record. (This is 
equivalent to multiplying the input power spectrum by a sinc squared 
function. 
The next step is the computation of the line spread function; 
first according to: 
3(xW - ( )AE 
where. A E is the exposure difference between the two sides of the edge. 










NN C'0.5 zi)]SE0? Z s(Zk) 
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.. 0 O M QUALM 
L 
The following table is a list, with definitions, of the 
fortran variables used in the program. In addition, a list of the fortran 
coding and an "autoflow" flow chartof the-progra:rni are included. 
N 	 number of points in the input edge array 
DX 	 spacing (in distance) of the points in the input edge array 
filter control; integer; the smaller the number, -the lesser 
the smoothing; L = I implies no smoothing 
IND 	 controls preliminary processing of input array; integer; 
IND < 0 implies transmission input to be converted 
first to density, then exposure 
= 0 implies density input to be converted to exposure 
> 0 implies exposure input 
ID 	 integer label for the input edge 
E 	 input edge data array; may be exposure, density, or trans­
mission as a function of distance 
ES 	 the E array after smoothing 
S 	 spread function array 
DC, EC 	 density, exposure for the film used; inputted if density to 
exposure conversion is required


FTM 	 modulation transfer function array 
PHI 	 phase (of the transfer function) array 
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21 DO 40 1-L,


2 IF 1.GE.ING.h1 0 10 55


25 HFIJ=FLOA III /tl


24 0O 10 40
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26 40 CONI VIUE
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43 to 50 1=1.11 ORIGIN 





















































04 IRITE t(3,1111 tElls I1tn

65 IF IL.E ) 00 10 70

60 WRITE 16.2033 
67 INqlIE (6.1111 IMGII;,I I.Kl

cs 70 RIIE 16.204)







72 NPIIE (6,2063 
78 FIRITE .111 If Fl-t[I.tI-,1141

74 Go To 5

75 99 5TO' 
76 10 FORWI (I0.FIO.5. [I0.110. (101

77 30! FGPIIRl oF8.S

78 102 FOsRalI (FI0.51

79 103 FORITA (1101
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